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1. Summary 
This document summarizes work completed by CRCL Inc (the Center for Research in Computational 
Linguistics, a US 501(c)3 nonprofit organization) in the period July 1 2015 – December 31 2016 as part 
of the DARPA LORELEI project, contract number HR0011-15-C-0117.  It also provides an overall 
view of LORELEI, and our role in it.  
     The LORELEI program intends to advance the state of computational linguistics and human 
language technology, enabling rapid, low-cost development of capabilities for low-resource languages.  
These will provide situational awareness based on information from any language, supporting emergent 
missions such as humanitarian assistance/disaster relief, peacekeeping, or infectious disease response.   
     LORELEI Technical Area 1 addresses the core research challenge of rapidly developing language 
processing tools for a language without reliance on large corpora or extensive human annotation efforts.  
TA1.1 focuses on research and development of novel techniques to discover and use “universal” 
properties and (typological or other) regularities of languages, reducing reliance on huge quantities of 
language-specific information for translation, information extraction, or other language technologies. 
This research area builds on knowledge of the characteristic tendencies and regularities of human 
language, but is not limited to “absolute” universals that apply to every known language. 
     As a TA1.1 performer, CRCL’s task (as outlined in the Statement of Work and listed as a series of 
deliverable milestones) was to: 

• deliver cleaned, normalized, curated lexical data and cognate groupings for 200-250 distinct 
languages (following ISO 639-3) per year. 

We also pursued two general activities on behalf of the program: 
• discover and implement means of analyzing and enriching the data sets, 
• interact with other performers to help define and enable downstream applications. 

These involved enhancing and devising applications for our (and other) small lexicons.   CRCL was 
retained under a one-year contract, and an additional six-month extension.  All project results are 
available for re-use under a Creative Commons 4.0 license.  
Problem Description: 
The U.S. government does not have hard, language-by-language content data, which might support 
action or planning, for more than a fraction of the world's 7,000 languages. Existing typological 
descriptions (e.g. WALS) are sparse, phonological data (e.g. PHOIBLE, with <<25% coverage) is 
limited, and denotational descriptions (e.g. the single-source Ethnologue) do not include or reference 
documentary data. This resource gap affects both practical operational concerns – providing actors on 
the ground with “human intelligence” regarding speaker communities – and long-term strategic 
technology planning for language-engineering tools:  we can't issue a challenge to develop new tools for 
small-footprint, low-density languages without gold-standard resources to assess their results.  
     Weighing cost, availability, and linguistic value, the only universally representative, fine-grained 
resource we might plausibly assemble must be based on the relatively small lexicons (<2,500 words) 
typically gathered for comparative, survey, or linguistic research purposes.  We are assembling and 
improving this resource for the five linguistic families (totaling about 2,000 languages) that dominate 
the Asia-Pacific region (28 of the 36 USPACOM countries). This region includes 7 of 10 “global 
hotspots of disaster risk” (World Risk Report 2013), and has potential for future conflict in restive areas 
of Myanmar, South China, Northeast India, and insular Southeast Asia. 

Expected Impact: 
Paradoxically, the best known / most successful languages (e.g. Thai or Vietnamese, for which we have 
the most resources) are usually poor representatives of the family as a whole. As the only LORELEI 
project focused on assembling fine-grained language datasets, we contribute to several core problems:  
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– identifying training/translation pivot languages:  languages are related to one another by both 
inheritance – they share a common ancestor, and by contact – one borrows from the other, or both 
borrow from languages in common.  Using the techniques of comparative and historical linguistics and 
dialectometry will let us suggest which language best represents a given group, and would produce the 
best results when adapted to a low-density incident language.  
– identifying low-density/small footprint languages: a low-density language has few computational or 
analytical resources; a small footprint language is difficult to even find data for.  This means that it may 
be difficult to even identify the language of a potentially important audio or text sample.  We provide at 
least small lexicons for (ideally) half the languages in the region; these may be the only formal resources 
available for language identification.  
– predicting high-value investment languages: rather than scrambling to back-fit existing resources to 
incident languages, we propose that four factors will help predict languages are worth investing in now: 
a) linguistic centrality, b) currently available resource base, c) speaker population, and d) risk history. 
– producing gold-standard sets of normalized lexical data and cognate assignments. This provides 
ground-truth data for future research on rapid development or adaptation of tools and resources for low-
density languages. 
Research Goals: 
Specific goals: the project will extend and apply CRCL technology required to normalize phonological 
transcription and semantic glossing of a very large number of lexicons (donated to the project in 
electronic form by CRCL) – and to identify large numbers of related cognate words, which help refine 
our understanding of (and predictive capacity for) variation between related languages. Our deliverable 
is the finished product:  normalized lexicons and marked cognate sets.  
Performance improvements:  very few of the world's languages can provide enough electronic data (e.g. 
via Web pages or social media) to support current computational approaches to language modeling. We 
will provide the hard data required to produce phonological models, infer etymological and loan 
relationships, predict word forms (e.g. for entity recognition), and to support unknown language 
identification.  
New capabilities:  In narrower terms, the project makes it possible to:  
– extract “phonodynamic” language models; that is, phonological and phonotactic sketches whose 
elements can be weighted against the lexicon for frequency, functional load, salience, phonological 
neighborhood characteristics, and so on.  This is the type of information that helps humans nearly 
instantly identify even languages they do not speak.  
– identify shibboleths; that is, simple words from two or more languages that do not resemble each other 
phonologically, and can be used to help identify speaker language.  
– show the linguistic ground path of an expected event; that is, identify the speaker communities that are 
predicted to be in the path of a typhoon, tsunami, epidemic, or other disaster  
– show the human terrain of an ongoing event; that is, identify the speaker communities within the 
known bounds of an ongoing political or natural crisis.  
– build tools for automated orthography-to-phonology; e.g. for generating phonological transcription of 
L2 dictionaries or texts.  
– while project data is at arms’ length from current MT applications, it is reasonable to expect that 
regular sound-change models will support some named entity identification.  
– while project data is at arms’ length from current speech-to-text applications, it is likely to support 
basic functionality like word boundary recognition.  
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2. Introduction 
Problem description 
The U.S. responds to global emergencies of all types.  Doing this effectively, safely, and efficiently 
relies on local, non-English sources of information.  But while there are an estimated 7,000 world 
languages, technology for automated translation, summarization, sentiment assessment and the like is 
only available for a tiny percentage – perhaps 350 (5%) of them.  It is possible to develop such resources 
language by language, but that is a slow and expensive process, estimated at $10,000,000 each. 
     Most people speak more than one language; perhaps by choice in the developed world, but as a 
matter of necessity in the developing world, where one’s mother tongue is usually not the language of 
education and government. . Even though English and the other well-provisioned languages are near-
universal linguae francae in times of peace (and when people wish to be understood), in times of 
emergency or conflict (and when people do not necessarily want to be understood) the smaller languages 
become increasingly important.   
     Code switching – slipping into a second language in the course of written or spoken discourse – is 
well-understood not only as a means of concealing information, but as a marker of information that is 
especially urgent or meaningful.  Even if translation technology or a detailed language description is not 
available, the simple ability to identify any and every language is an important tool.  Consider countries 
like Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and China (with 700, 117, 200, and 300 languages, 
respectively).  We can readily acquire Twitter feeds and on-line messaging, but messages in, or mixed 
with, most minority languages will be discarded simply because we cannot classify them. 
     Surprisingly, perhaps, we do not have digital language models, printed descriptions, or reference 
samples for most languages.  Many websites that purport to provide language documentation on a global 
scale generally draw from a handful of sources, such as Ethnologue or Wikipedia, which themselves 
supply only bare details.  The depth of coverage available falls off rapidly, even from sites (World Atlas 
of Language Structures) that are widely cited in the literature.  And the type of information provided 
may be of interest for linguistic purposes, but of little value for computational linguistic applications; 
e.g. a phonological sketch that contains only a list of phonemes, without any frequency or phonotactic 
detail.   
     Traditionally, language technology efforts have worked from the top down, beginning by developing 
resources and tools for the largest languages (such as English, Chinese, various European languages), 
and gradually trickling down to smaller languages.  LORELEI’s predecessor, the REFLEX LCTL 
project, attempted to extend and accelerate this process (and produced resources used in LORELEI).  
While the idea of using interlingua pivot languages is not new, applications have been limited. 
     LORELEI attempts to change this equation by recognizing that neither language-specific translation 
technology nor extensive language resources are necessarily required to obtain actionable information.  
At the extreme, a “peephole” view into communications all that is required to recognize disaster-related 
words or sentiment.  The challenge is not to translate all messages, but rather to recognize high-value 
messages or messaging.  

The Leveraging Small-Lexicon Language Models project 
CRCL’s contribution begins with the broad question can small lexicons help solve big language 
problems?  Can minimal, but fine-grained, phonological and lexical data make a useful contribution to 
both regional and global understanding of language universals and interaction?  Is it even possible to  
develop such data resources so quickly?  
     CRCL proposed to provide small lexicons for 200-250 distinct Asia-Pacific ISO 639-3 codes per 
year.  Although LORELEI’s scope is world-wide, we chose to focus on Asia-Pacific for a variety of 
reasons, the main one being that it was the largest possible region in terms of languages that could 
reasonably be managed within the confines of the program. 
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complexity:  extremely high language 
density 

Indonesia: 700, China: 300, Philippines:  200, 
Malaysia: 146, Nepal 125, Myanmar 117 ...  

history:  “global hotspots of disaster  risk” 7 of 10 highest-risk countries are in Asia-Pacific 
risk:  likely regions of future conflict “highland” populations, borders within borders,  
responsibility:  US Pacific Command 
region 

36 countries, 3,000 languages – 28 / 2000 in our 
defined area 

infrastructure:  a TIPSTER moment providing linguistic data for the long tail of least-
resourced languages 

Table 1  Motivations for “Small Lexicon” project design. 
The Asia-Pacific region is home to some 3,000 languages:  more than 40% of the world’s total.  Our 
mission has been to define, and then deliver, the resources that will have the largest impact on language 
understanding.  To do this we have focused on: 

• five language families that account for some 2,000 languages, and blanket nearly the entire 
region from the Himalayas to the South Pacific (excluding Australia and parts of New Guinea), 

• small lexicons, typically ranging from 500 – 2,500 words, that were assembled for language 
survey, sketch, and/or comparative research.  

These are typically high-quality resources that provide detailed phonological transcription of all items.  
We chose to focus on small lexicons for two reasons: 

• they are the only nearly universal resource available, 
• although they only supply a modest amount of translation, comparative and survey lexicons are 

the ideal minimal resource for language modeling. 
Project details  In the context of our project: 

• data is almost invariably received in phonological transcription, not formal orthography, 
• nearly all data has been previously published (or collected and not published for one reason or 

another).  We are not eliciting new data, or transcribing existing field tapes.  
• lists were elicited as part of field or comparative surveys, usually by trained linguists, and are of 

objectively high quality, especially in contrast to typical “found” data sources, however …  
• lists are often sui generis, not based on text corpora, or supported by other reference resources; 

hence, it is not always possible to confirm our interpretation of the authors’ intent, 
• original lists usually have <2,500 items.  Some survey lists will be shorter; many SIL surveys 

track ~400-500 items, and in some areas 200+ item Swadesh-style lists are all that are available, 
• items are usually glossed with a single sense – not defined with multiple senses,  
• lemma forms are most common, compounds and complex morphology less so.  With a few 

exceptions, only Austronesian (AN) languages regularly have inflectional morphology; particles 
and auxiliaries are common in the other families. 

• some sources may mark morphological boundaries; these marks are passed through in the raw 
forms, but not in the normalized forms. 

In the 18 months of our project we focused on a relatively small number of sources that provide broad 
geographic and phylogenetic coverage, and raise a wide sample of typological and notational issues.   
     Processed CRCL datasets are assembled by running raw inputs through a software system that is 
frequently tweaked and rebuilt.  Datasets are provided both as single aggregated files (one per resource 
type), and as many files distributed in a family / ISO / lect directory hierarchy in XML and TSV formats.   
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     CRCL had three primary tasks in acquiring and working with raw lexicon data: 
• add a layer of normalized glosses we call MetaGlosses; usually numbered WordNet 3.0 senses.   

     Metagloss semantics index words that are etymologically related, and whose raw glosses differ only 
by an authors’ choice of vocabulary or phrasing:  rock versus stone.  The metagloss will not greatly 
diverge from the raw gloss even if etymological grouping might call for it.  But, in moderately 
ambiguous situations (cloudy versus gloomy) we favor the more common term.  Most metaglosses are 
WordNet 3.0 senses [Miller 1995], extended when necessary to fill English-language lexical gaps, or to 
allow consistent handling of categories like kin terms.  On occasion, insight gained from downstream 
cognate grouping may prompt revision of a sense assignment. 

• add a layer of normalized phonological forms we call MetaForms.   
     Metaforms generally make unambiguous substitutions that transform ad hoc notations to (usually) 
standard IPA notations.  As with metaglosses, situations arise in which raw forms must be slightly 
reinterpreted to achieve the consistency downstream applications require.  Normalized metaforms are 
analyzed into syllables, sub-syllabic components, and individual phonological segments.  Our goals are 
utilitarian, rather than theoretical:  to reveal, measure, and if possible extend the form’s usefulness for 
language identification, lexicon extension, cognate identification, audio segmentation or transcription, 
and similar applications.  As with glossing, transcriptions may occasionally be revised with the benefit 
of information from cognate grouping.   

• group etymologically related forms into cognate sets we call EtySets. 
     When possible we seek support and guidance from comparative sets and proto-form reconstructions 
found in the literature.  We do not produce new reconstructions, or attempt to discover long-range 
etymological relations.  We anticipate that the primary use of our cognate sets will be to support 
applications like lexicon extension, drawing on evidence from predictable, regular phonological 
variation between relatively closely related languages.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1  A sample of the information that accompanies each of the 850,000+ delivered lexical items. 

language metadata 

gloss data – silver item is WN 3.0 

form data 

brief form analysis 

detailed form analysis 

we show syllable structure 
and sub-structure, along 

with positional 
(phonotactic) information 

cognate set reference 

<entry id="hudak2008comparative:C:c11.r151a.g151.i2391"> 
  <family>KD</family> 
  <cogset>KD:H151</cogset> 
  <iso>nut</iso> 
  <language>Nung (Viet Nam)</language> 
  <dialect>Western</dialect> 
  <latLong>22.1166,105.5255</latLong> 
  <country>Viet Nam</country> 
  <adm level="1">Tỉnh Bắc Kạn</adm> 
  <gloss status="copper">hammer</gloss> 
  <gloss status="silver">hammer#n#2</gloss> 
  <form status="copper">hun⁶ thii¹</form> 
  <form status="silver">hun⁵⁵ tʰiː¹⁴</form> 
  <form status="silver" style="tokenized">:.h.:¦u...¦:.n.:¦⁵⁵ :.tʰ.:¦iː...¦¦¹⁴</form> 
  <form status="silver" style="segmented">h.u.n.⁵⁵ tʰ.iː.¹⁴</form> 
  <tokens> 
    <syllable canon="CV"> 
      <onset><core>h</core></onset> 
      <nucleus><core pos="3.1">u</core></nucleus> 
      <coda><core>n</core></coda> 
      <tone>⁵⁵</tone> 
    </syllable> 
    <space /> 
    <syllable canon="CV"> 
      <onset><core>tʰ</core></onset> 
      <nucleus><core pos="3.1">iː</core></nucleus> 
      <tone>¹⁴</tone> 
    </syllable> 
  </tokens> 
</entry> 
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     A typical result item is shown in Figure 1.  This “easy to use” XML build (from a lexicon.xml file) 
bakes in source and language metadata, shows both raw (“copper”) and normalized (“silver”) versions 
of the gloss and form, and includes a brief and detailed phonological analysis of the normalized form.  
This layout can be modified if desired. 
     This is the type of data required for quantitative and comparative methods of inference of trees of 
inherited phylogenetic relations, and graphs of loan relations.  It lets us address the following kinds of 
questions (although implementing these was beyond CRCL’s project scope):  

• given a basic (200-2,500 words) incident language lexicon in its areal context, can we infer 
enough details of phonology and morphology to extend functional vocabulary using non-incident 
language resources?  

• given text from a low-resource incident language, can we use a basic lexicon, a language model 
at least partially obtained from it, and one or more pivot languages to enable translation, named-
entity recognition, or other situational understanding?  

• can minimal, but fine-grained, phonological and lexical data make a useful contribution to both 
regional and global understanding of language universals and interaction?   

The project raised many other questions and possibilities as well: 
• how much information does automatic transcription require? 
• how well do wordlists enable phonemic, phonotactic, and morphological language modeling? 
• how well does the lexicon reflect an open corpus for these distributions?   
• can we anticipate characteristics of difficult-to-obtain corpora; e.g. non-orthographic languages 

that whose only written appearance is in unmarked informal social media?  
• how small a dataset will still produce a useful language model?   
• can we devise stopping rules for minimally useful sample sizes?   Can we tell when we have 

enough? 
• what types of information can be meaningfully aggregated between small language samples?  

When can we define clusters of related languages for which this is appropriate?  
• how many cognate pairs are required to induce enough parent proto-forms – implicitly, regular 

rules for sound-change or morphological variation – to accurately remodel existing data?           
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3. Methods, Assumptions, and Procedures 
Data sources and grades   
We rely primarily on published materials, although in some cases, linguists will share unpublished texts 
or data.  While born-digital publication and distribution has become more common in the past few years, 
most sources are traditionally printed (or in the case of some unpublished field notes, handwritten).  
Nearly all of these resources provide transcribed forms and glosses, and were elicited for language 
survey, sketch, or comparative research applications.  Use of ordinary dictionaries is uncommon.  
 

papers MKSJ, LTBA, NUSA, JSEALS, OL, PL, other  
theses world-wide, including many Thai, Chinese, other 

surveys may cover closely related lects; e.g. Myanmar 
sketches particularly extensive in Southern China 

gray literature informally published, not widely distributed 
field notes often unpublished / only available source  

comparative Shorto, Blust, Sidwell, Ratliff, Matisoff, Gedney, other  
e-resources MKLP, STEDT, ACD, ABVD 

extent ideally 2,500, but Swadesh if necessary 
quality best available resource, but mileage will vary 

Table 2  Typical data sources and characteristics. 
We use the rough nomenclature in Table 3 to describe data.   

vapor we’ve heard of it, but haven’t seen it 
water untranscribed audio only 
paper paper or pdf, not transcribed or extracted 

tin dictionary e-data:  orthography and definitions 
copper comparative / survey e-data:  forms and glosses 

 
bronze  

some vanilla algorithms 
naive normalization of forms / glosses,  
some cognate sets 

silver  customized machine processing, machine-usable, but not verified 
gold human-verified, machine-usable, comparable datasets 

Table 3  Informal nomenclature used to describe data quality.  Our “silver” is in fact linguist-verified and “good as gold” for 
all practical purposes – we are delaying “gold” assignment until the sets are rolled out to the wider linguistic community.  
CRCL brings all copper-standard data to the program:  data transcribed as-is, provided in Unicode, with 
nothing beyond incidental normalization.   

3a. Comparative coverage 
A number of open-access databases provide linguistic data, but their coverage of the Asia-Pacific region 
tends to be limited in breadth (few languages are covered) and/or depth (coverage is superficial).  This 
comparison was conducted in May, 2015, and relies on family grouping of ISO codes per Ethnologue 18 
[Lewis 2016] (results from Glottolog [Hammarstrom 2016] would be very similar), or the sources’ own 
internally reported grouping (helpful for WALS [Dryer 2013], which does not always map its data to 
ISO 639-3 codes).  
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Linguistic 
Data 

ISO 639-31 CRCL 
Y1 

CRCL 
Y42 

WALS 
(2679) 

WALS3  

≥ 25/10% 
PanLex4 
(5963) 

PanLex
>200 

ASJP5 
(4401) 

PHOIBLE6 

(2105) 
WPD7 

Austronesian 1257 109 626 325 42/160 1060 391 805 42 718 

Austroasiatic 170 30 85 47 9/23 125 20 93 43 90 

Hmong-Mien 38 19 19 5 1/3 21 5 15 3 15 

Kra-Dai 95 24 48 17 3/7 69 9 48 12 33 

Sino-Tibetan 474 108 242 146 21/87 245 24 165 70 208 

Total 2034 290 1017 540 76/280 1520 449 1126 170 1058 

1 ISO item counts are based on the Ethnologue 18 analysis.  There are very small inconsistencies in all counts shown because 
additions, deletions, and modifications to ISO 639-3 are not always migrated to the sources, or because there was 
uncertainty or disagreement about language identification.  
2 Figures in the Y4 column reflect potential CRCL milestone requirements for 40-50% ISO 639-3 coverage.  Actual coverage 
of AA/HM/KD will probably be nearly complete.   
3 These figures show depth of coverage. WALS has 194 feature categories; we list the number of WALS datasets that have 
data for at least 25% and 10% of the WALS feature set.   
4 The PanLex [Kamholz 2014] sets in Asia-Pacific are predominantly very small samples (50% have fewer than 45 items).  
Returned sets appear to be rough synonym sets, and there is no attempt to normalize notation, or differentiate between 
orthography and phonological transcription.  Cited figures in the >200 column count only the largest language variety 
within any ISO code (these figures are typically inflated by double-counting of the same items from multiple sources; e.g. 
ASJP and the ASJP source). 
5 The ASJP [Bakker 2009] sets contain a maximum of 40 words per lect, written in a reduced phonological transcription.  
They are also included (and often provide the main data for) the PanLex distribution 
6 PHOIBLE [Moran 2014] provides lists of phonological segments with detailed source documentation. 
7 The World Phonotactics Database [Donohue 2013] summarizes phonotactic restrictions (e.g. “Is the coda preferentially a 
nasal?”) as +/- binary features, or counts (e.g. “Total vowels”).  It does not provide lexical items or transcribed 
phonological data. 

Table 4  Limited language-family coverage of currently avaliable resources. 
 
     A variety of projects and organizations attempt to provide or find ordinary text data for as many 
languages as possible.  It is helpful to bear in mind, however, that the most readily accessible online 
texts for low-density language are often religious tracts.  Like many low-density language Wikipedia 
pages, they often have a high proportion of transliterated names and toponyms that may skew language 
modeling unless detected. 
     The An Crúbadán project supplies orthographic trigram models for language identification, as well as 
word and word bigram frequencies, and links to the discovered text sources [Scannell 2007].  It is 
possible that the paucity of sources for Asia-Pacific texts is due to our inability to properly seed Web 
crawlers for these texts, or to accurately identify them when they are found.  
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Corpus data ISO 639-3 CRCL 
Y1 

CRCL 
Y4 

Scannell 
(2124) 1 

CRCL Y1 ∩ 
Scannell 

UN 
(428) 2 

Relig 
(426) 3 

Austronesian 1257 109 626 267 (281) 59 32 116 

Austroasiatic 170 30 85 14 (14) 2 7 0 

Hmong-Mien 38 19 19 5 (7) 3 3 0 

Kra-Dai 95 24 48 6 (8) 5 4 3 

Sino-Tibetan 474 108 242 67 (72) 23 27 0 

Total 2034 290 1017 359 (382) 92 73 119 

1 See the project / download page at http://crubadan.org.  The corpus base appears to have been updated most recently in 
2015.  Figures in parentheses were derived by counting ISO codes on the site.  Some of these have been retired, but data 
appears to have been migrated properly.  The next column looks at the intersection between CRCL’s Y1 deliverables and 
Scannell’s data (included in our distribution) 
2 United Nations Declaration of Human Rights (xml files available at http://unicode.org/udhr/downloads.html) 
3 The Watchtower (http://jw.org) has links for 671 lect-specific pages (with fewer distinct ISO codes); we have not finished 
identifying ISO codes for these.  eBible.org (http://ebible.org) links to 545 ISO-specific resource sets.  It is likely that the 
Scannell totals incorporate most of what might be found separately from strictly religious sources. 

Table 5  Text corpus availability for the AA, AN, HM, KD, and ST language families – coverage is about 17.5%. 

3b. Metadata 
Additional metadata can be associated with each word list.  This includes: 

• bibliographic source metadata:  the original text, author, publisher, and other publication details. 
• language metadata:  this includes the ISO 639-3 code and name, an (idealized) speaker location, 

speaker population, and linguistic subgroup details.  Aside from the ISO code and name, all of 
this information is the result of an independent analysis of some sort.  The most authoritative and 
fully developed analyses have been developed by Ethnologue and Glottolog; the former is partly 
open-access and partly licensed, while the latter is open-access.  We provide information from 
both.  However, because Ethnologue GIS data may not be redistributed, we locate and supply the 
nearest populated place instead. 

• doculect metadata:  information provided by the author to help identify the published lect; this 
may include a location, the author’s (or speaker’s) name for the language, a dialect name, and 
details about the informant.  To the best of our ability we add details about the notation (e.g. IPA, 
formal, informal) and analysis (e.g. phonemic, broad, phonetic) used for transcription.  Doculect 
metadata is the basis of the registration of each dataset’s DOI (digital object identifier).   

We take different approaches to providing the metadata:  it may be cross-referenced by any dataset that 
requires it (e.g. used as standoff annotation), or some or all metadata can be baked into each and every 
set.  Please let us know if a custom formulation may be helpful.  Figure 2, below, shows a typical 
metadata set. 

3c. Dataset identification and logical tables 
For various reasons a single logical lexicon or collection of lexicons may be broken up into separate 
pieces in a printed work.  For example, in some short survey lists each page contains all forms for a 
single language without glossing.  For longer lists, each page may cover only a few words (one per 
column, with one language per row), or many (with one word per row, with languages labeling columns 
on one or two pages).  And, in some cases, a single set of lists may be split into many tables, as when the 
author is making a case for a proto-language reconstruction.  
     We conceive of all the lects in a given text as forming a single logical table when this perspective 
benefits the user; generally, if they share essentially the same gloss list.  In a logical table, lects always 
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label the columns, and glosses always label the rows, even if the printed work reverses this order.  This 
allows us to uniquely identify each lect with a bibref and column number, where the bibref is the 
author’s last name, the publication year, and the first non-stop word of the title.  The language name 
appears in the final position for non-English publications, and in cases where a series of similar titles 
would be confusing. 
     On occasion, a single text may contain more than one logical table; as when two sets of lects have 
substantially different gloss lists, present data from different families, or different in the content or 
presentation of data.  In such cases a number is added to the bibref:  bibref_1, bibref_2.  Column 
numbering restarts with 1 in each table.  Note that not all columns are necessarily transcribed or 
provided as part of CRCL’s LORELEI data.  

      

3d. Defective entries 
A raw data entry may be excluded from the distribution set for various reasons, including: 

• the gloss could not be reliably translated, or there was no reasonable WN 3.0 equivalent or 
extension available for the gloss (this sometimes occurs for phrasal entries), 

• the form could not be reliably normalized or analyzed (this sometimes occurs when the form 
includes markup or typographical errors). 

We can arrange to pass defective entries through if desired. 

3e. Morphological information 
With rare exceptions, of the five language families we cover only Austronesian has active inflectional 
morphology.  As a rule, the datasets we provide do not regularly mark morphology.  Any markup that is 
provided is explicitly supplied (generally using hyphens, or an occasional parenthesized affixes) in the 
raw form without further information or analysis. 

<dataset id="huffman1971vocabulary.c1"> 
  <metadata> 
    <reference> 
      <id>huffman1971vocabulary</id> 
      <doi>15144/huffman1971vocabulary</doi> 
      <creator>Huffman, Franklin</creator> 
      <title>Unpublished vocabulary lists</title> 
      <date>1971</date> 
      <publisher>Huffman Papers, sealang.net/archives/huffman</publisher> 
      <lects>18</lects> 
    </reference> 
    <language> 
      <languageCode scheme="iso639-3">khm</languageCode> 
      <languageName scheme="iso639-3">Central Khmer</languageName> 
      <latLong source="Ethnologue18">12.4671,104.5699</latLong> 
      <latLong source="Glottolog2.6">12.0515,105.015</latLong> 
      <country source="Ethnologue18">Cambodia</country> 
      <country source="Glottolog2.6">Cambodia</country> 
      <adm level="1" source="Ethnologue18">Kampong Chhnang</adm> 
      <adm level="1" source="Glottolog2.6">Kampong Cham Province</adm> 
      <population source="Ethnologue18">14224500</population> 
    </language> 
    <doculect> 
      <id>huffman1971vocabulary.c1</id> 
      <doi>15144/huffman1971vocabulary.c1</doi> 
      <creator>CRCL</creator> 
      <date>2015</date> 
      <notation>IPA</notation> 
      <analysis>broad</analysis> 
      <forms>887</forms> 
    </doculect> 
  </metadata> 

Figure  2:  a typical metadata set, showing the bibliographic reference, language, and doculect sections.  These may 
be packaged together with a dataset, or separately as part of a text and data bibliography. 
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     Some of the Sino-Tibetan data marks apparent etymological affixes.  This was usually added to the 
source data by the STEDT project [Matisoff 2010] in the course of their attempts at reconstruction of 
proto-Sino-Tibetan.  These markers are retained in the raw forms, but should not automatically be 
understood to be the result of methodical morphological analysis.   
     In the non-Austronesian families, the use of class terms, particles, phonological and semantic 
doubling, and other word-compounding processes provides a type of morphology.  These will be 
segregated in due course as we group cognate sets.  

3f. Normalization and standardization of glossing 
Most of our datasets use glosses to indicate the words used to elicit forms from native speakers, rather 
than to define and/or explain known native-language words.  Frequently, standardized elicitation lists 
are used.  Unfortunately, many glosses, standardized or not, are open to slight reinterpretation by any 
given linguist or informant.  Hence, normalization of glossing is neither trivial nor certain.  In most 
applications, small differences between the gloss, and the item’s “true” semantics, will not be critical: 

• survey and comparative lists are used to elicit central, core, universal semantic concepts; not 
subtle distinctions.  Hence, the word is not likely to contrast with other semantically linked 
words in the list; e.g. “stone” as an object versus a material, or “throw” versus “toss” or “fling.” 

• part-of-speech categories (and the variation in English gloss form they might require) may be 
determined by context, particularly in non-Austronesian families.  We rely on conventional 
choices, e.g. “blue” and “heavy” are adjectives. 

• despite subtle differences from the raw gloss, the normalized gloss reliably aligns with 
etymologically related items in other word lists, and is able to support downstream applications 
for cognate identification, distance measurement, lexicon extension, phonological modeling, and 
so on. 

     We normalize to WordNet 3.0 senses, because it is a mature, well-developed, and widely used 
resource, replete with analytical tools, and linked to many other lexical resources.  Hierarchical 
relations, well-defined sense definitions, and corpus-based sense counts also help make WN its own 
disambiguation tool.  Nevertheless, WordNet has gaps.  It does not define closed-set vocabulary items, 
nor does it recognize the regular patterning of some lexical items (in particular, kin terms) that figure 
heavily in comparative and survey wordlists.   
     Unavoidably, there are also differences in the way English and other languages lexicalize concepts, 
actions, or things; e.g. “hand/arm” and “blue/green” are indivisible lexical items in much of Asia-
Pacific.  And, in some cases, we are not sure whether or not a lexical gap exists.  For example, “big 
basket” might be a noun with modifier, a single lexical item distinct from a small basket, or just the 
standard word used for baskets (i.e. the elicitation list might request “big basket” and “small basket” and 
receive the same form for both).   
     Our MetaGloss system addresses these issues. 

• when possible, a single WordNet 3.0 sense is provided:  house#n#1 
• when two or more useful interpretations are plausible, they are pipe-separated:  

bake#v#1|toast#v#1. 
• several word classes have been added (with all items numbered #1):  d(emonstrative), 

j(conjunction), k(in term), m(odal), p(ronoun), q(interrogative), x (temporarily uncategorized). 
• when new senses are added to the WN a, n, r, v lists, they are numbered #0:  armspan#n#0. 
• a polysemous sense that does not exist in English is indicated by labeling the WN 3.0 sense:  

v@fist#n#1 indicates the verb sense of the noun “fist,” i.e. “make a fist.”  
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• kin terms are built up in regular fashion, starting with the person who is ultimately referenced:  
mot.fat#k#1 is the mother of the father, or the paternal grandmother. 

• senses may have attributes that help document what we believe is the useful reference meaning; 
e.g. carry#v#1:tumpline. This indicates that for purposes of cognate grouping the item clusters 
with “carry” terms, but keeps “tumpline” accessible.  These head+attribute forms may be 
simplified in the future. 

• classifiers are noted by the :clf attribute, e.g. basket#n#1:clf is a classifier for baskets, 
several#a#1:clf for several items, kick#v#1:clf is an instance of kicking.  There may be some 
inconsistency in the listing of feature-oriented classifiers (e.g. long, thin items) because it is not 
always clear if the given form is a classifier, or just an instance of an item. 

All senses used in any distribution may be found in the top-level metagloss/ directory.   

3g. Normalization and analysis of forms 
There is an enormous amount of variation in the way that phonological forms – even for the same items 
– are transcribed in the source data.  This is due to differences in: 

• analysis  a phonetic transcription most closely follows actual utterances.  An analyzed phonemic 
transcription ignores allophonic variation and produces somewhat idealized forms.  A broad 
phonemic transcription ignores obvious minor variations, but does not guarantee a minimal 
phoneme set.  It is not always possible to ascertain which analysis a transcription relies on. 

• notation  an IPA transcription follows the formal IPA guidelines (and directly maps to Unicode 
glyphs), with some rare exceptions and national variants.  A formal transcription may pre-date 
modern IPA practice; it can usually be mapped to modern IPA.  An ad hoc informal transcription 
typically uses the roman alphabet, but does not always follow any recognized conventions. 

• tradition  the IPA provides notation, but does not define its usage.  Some linguists will suppress 
features they feel are predictable within the language, while others mark them explicitly.  It is not 
always possible to determine which path has been followed. 

CRCL’s MetaForm normalization has a dual goal: 
• to make data comparable, despite have been originally prepared using different analyses, 

notations, and traditions, 
• to add an explicit analysis, often based on our knowledge of the individual language, that will 

benefit downstream applications such as cognate alignment, language distance measure, and 
audio segmentation. 

We accomplish this dual goal by: 
• normalization:  translation into appropriate IPA notation, 
• syllabification:  marking of syllable boundaries, which is often needed for proper segmentation, 
• sub-syllabification:  marking of onset, nucleus, and coda syllable segments, 
• segmentation:  division into individual phonological segments – logical single-character entities 

that cannot always be represented in IPA / Unicode, 
• feature analysis:  specification of the phonological features of each segment, and 
• role analysis:  specification of the position / phonotactic role of each segment.  

     For example, the imaginary raw form /mboa/ may actually vary in length from one (/mboa/) to three 
(/ma bo a/) syllables.  The leading /m/ might be prevocalized (/em/), unvocalized (/m/), or vocalized 
(/ma/), according to implied phonotactic restrictions.  Similarly the language might allow or forbid 
diphthongs.  MetaForm makes any analysis we are able to provide explicit. 
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     Four characters – / ɿ ʮ ʅ ʯ  / – that are not strictly IPA (but which could be replaced by IPA 
sequences) are retained because they are widely used in the region’s modern notation.  In effect, they fill 
gaps that, arguably, the IPA could have provided.  One additional character – / ʋ / – is used as the high, 
back, rounded, fricated vowel.  It appears variously in the literature as /v/ with an over/under diacritic 
(e.g. /v̩/), and there is no formal (or ideal, albeit informal) IPA alternative (e.g. / uᵝ / β̩ / β̞ /). 
     Syllable boundaries cannot always be determined.  In some cases linguists disagree, and in others we 
do not have the information required to recognize that, for example, a /-tt-/ sequence should be a 
geminate /-t:/ rather than /-t t-/.  To help minimize the consequences of an incorrect choice, we provide 
all items both in fully tokenized form, and in a simpler rendering as phonological segments.  From an 
earlier example: 

<form status="silver" style="tokenized">:.h.:¦u...¦:.n.:¦⁵⁵ 
:.tʰ.:¦iː...¦¦¹⁴</form> 
<form status="silver" style="segmented">h.u.n.⁵⁵ tʰ.iː.¹⁴</form> 

The tokenized form is easily rendered as sub-syllablic ngrams, while the segmented form is trivially 
converted into ngrams of phonological segments or features. 

3h. Feature analysis 
CRCL’s feature analysis is shown in the Appendix, and partly summarized below.  This table drives all 
feature assignments, and is designed for clarity in tagging tokens, and convenience in downstream 
applications.  It does not account for all possible linguistic behavior worldwide, but intentionally 
limiting its scope to features characteristic of our five language families of interest helps reveal errors in 
data input or analysis:  they require impossible tokenization or feature assignments.  All token-to-feature 
assignments are unambiguous and reversable.  Note that some phonotactic information (e.g. role and 
position) is built in.  
 

Category Attributes 
class consonant, vowel, syllabic, minor 

role onset, nucleus, coda 

position  core, post 

length epenthetic, short, long 

pre-articulation prenasalized, devoiced, preglottalized, preaspirated, prelabialized, prestopped 

height high, near-high, close-mid, mid, open-mid, near-low, low 

backness front, near-front, central, near-back, back  

place bilabial, labiodental, dental, alveolar, retroflex, palatoalveolar, alveolopalatal, palatal, 
labiopalatal, velar, labiovelar, uvular, pharyngeal, glottal 

manner nasal, stop, implosive, affricate, fricative, approximant, tap-flap, trill 

realization rounded, voiced, retroflexed, lateralized, fricated, nonvocalized, prevocalized, vocalized 

phonation nasal, aspirated, devoiced, breathy, creaky, dental, raised, lowered, rhotic 

post-articulation  nasalized, glottalized, palatalized, labialized, labiopalatalized, stopped, velarized, 
pharyngealized 

Table 6  Main features of CRCL’s phonological feature analysis.  This is provided in full in the Appendix. 
     The class attributes syllabic and minor, and their associated realization features nonvocalized, 
prevocalized, and vocalized, are specifically intended to address the problem of inconsistent notation of 
unstressed onset syllables (sesquisyllables) widely found throughout the region, e.g. /kka/, /ka ka/, /k ka/, 
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/k̩ ka /, /k.ka/, /kᵊ ka/.  As a rule, when onsets clearly violate the sonority sequence principle, we treat 
them as minor syllables, without overt vowels, whose vocalization might or might not be inferable from 
our knowledge of the language and/or the author’s transcription practice. 
     This has a number of advantages, not the least of which is simplifying automated cognate segment 
alignment and distance measurement.  One consequence – which we accept, because it is characteristic 
of all families that we work with – is that complex onsets that violate sonority are not seen.  We accept 
this with the understanding that this analysis may be extended in other areas of the world.    

3i. Phonodynamic inventories and ngrams 
Phonodynamic analysis datasets supply lect-by-lect surveys of phonological segments, their positions 
within syllables and words, and various statistical measures.  They allow the inference of phonotactic 
restrictions on (or preferences for) segment collocations.  However, it is important to understand that 
these are purely data-driven.  They should inform, rather than substitute for, a formal analysis.   
     We supply two basic phonodynamic dataset types; one of tokens, and one of features.  For the 
moment, they are both in TSV (not XML) form.  Below, a token survey (a similar table laid out by rows 
is also provided) that shows: 

• counts for sub-syllable tokens:  the complete nucleus, onset (onCC), coda (codCC), and tone 
contour), 

• counts for individual segments, by position (for consonants) or value (for vowels), 
• summary counts of each syllable canon.  

hudak2008comparative 1  tha     Thai 
nucleus onCC    codCC   vow     core    post    onCore  onPost  codCore codPost canon     tone     
a 187   kl 23   -       a 309   b 28    l 52    b 28    l 52    j 122   -       CCVCT 60  ²² 273 
aː 222  kr 2    -       aː 226  c 18    r 33    c 18    r 33    k 105   -       CCVT 7    ²⁴ 145 
e 38    kʰl 5   -       ă 17    cʰ 24   -       cʰ 24   -       m 84    -       CCVVCT 9  ³³ 258 

… 

  Figure 3  Counts from sketch-cols.tsv.  This provides a quick overview of phonological and sub-syllabic segments. 

The second basic type provides a segment-by-segment feature inventory, also with positional counts. 
• counts for each token, by position:  1-4 for vowels, or onset, coda, or minor syllable onset or 

coda, 
• a tabulation of each segment’s phonological features:  length, pre-articulation (e.g. pre-

nasalization), height, back, place, manner, realization (e.g. rounding, voicing), phonation 
(aspiration, creak, etc.), and post-articulation (e.g. palatalized or glottalized). 

• summary counts of all n-thongs, onsets, codas, tones, and syllable canons are also provided.  
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hudak2008comparative 1  tha     Thai 
Token total 1/onset 2/coda  3/minOn 4/minCo length  pre-art height back    place   manner realize phonat  
post-art 
a     309   193     116                                   low    central                                          
aː    226   226                            long           low    central                                          
ă     17    17                             short          low    central                        
      ... 
b     28    28                                                         bilabial stop  voiced                 
c     18    18                                                         palatal  stop                             
cʰ    24    24                                                         palatal  stop         aspirated                
d     51    51                                                         alveolar stop  voiced           
      ...  
N-thong total 
ia       31 
ua       35 
ɯa       48 
CC onset total 
kl       23 
kr       2 
kʰl      5 
      ...  

Figure 4  Counts from sketch-features.tsv.  This provides an overview of segment features by position, and multi-segment 
onset, nucleus, and coda sections.  

     Many statistical measures of feature significance are calculated.  Because these are based on simple 
calculations using unweighted samples, they must be viewed as extremely rough indicators.  They 
include: 

• diphone/triphone frequency vectors:  their orthographic equivalents are very effective for text 
language identification; it is not clear if wordlist distributions are enough to characterize 
language similarity.  We  generate these for both segments and specific features (e.g. consonant 
place and vowel back collocations).   

• functional load:  a measure of the segment’s information content; how necessary is it to 
uniquely identify its context?  We calculate this as the segment’s number of contrastive / total 
appearances; i.e. the number of times that the segment must be known to disambiguate a lexeme 
divided by its total appearance count.  (See also [Surendran 2003, 2006].) 

• salience:  the equivalent of inverse document frequency [Sparck-Jones 1972]; how well does a 
particular segment or collocation identify a language?  By treating each language’s list of 
segments as a document, we can define each document collection as the set of languages within a 
given geographical (i.e. n00-mile radius) or etymological (e.g. sub-branch sisters) distance from 
the target language.  Thus, salient segments may provide geographic shibboleths, or evidence of 
shared etymological innovation or loans. 

• neighborhood and clustering coefficient:  how closely linked (i.e. varying from one another by 
a single feature or segment) are the words in a language, and what is each word’s phonological 
neighborhood?  [Vitevitch 2007, Luce 1998]  Because we expect sound changes to be regular, 
we expect neighborhoods to be recognizable even if surface forms vary.  Thus, this data can 
serve as a proxy for language divergence. 

• wordlikeness:  how well does a word reflect both the phonological distributions and phonotactic 
constraints of a given language?   

We have extracted a series of unigram and ngram sets from the data, by lect.  These include: 
• phonological segment bi- and trigrams:  implicit blanks before and after each word are treated as 

segments.   (2_segment.tsv, 3_segment.tsv) 
• segment(s) plus nucleus bi- and trigrams:  these treat the nucleus as a single phonological 

segment.  (2_segment_nuc.tsv, 3_segment_nuc.tsv) 
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• sub-syllabic (onset / nucleus / coda and coda / onset) bi- and trigrams:  again, implicit pre- and 
post-syllable blanks are treated as tokens.  (2_token.tsv, 3_token.tsv) 

• onset or nucleus plus tone collocations:  these are only calculated for tone languages.  
(2_onset_tone.tsv, 2_nucleus_tone.tsv) 

• feature trigrams:  these separately track (consonant) place and (vowel) backness, and (consonant) 
manner and (vowel) height.  (3_place_back.tsv, 3_manner_height.tsv)  

• functional load, by phonological segment:  these count appearances and contrasts, and calculate 
load (load.tsv). 

Other ngrams can be extracted on request.   

3j. Lexical analytics:  contrast, cover, neighbor, wordlikeness 
Lexical analytics describe the relationship between forms, and between forms and the full lexicon.  We 
have extracted min contrast and min cover sets for each doculect: 

• minimal contrast sets are items that differ by single phonological segment pairs, and are useful 
for establishing formal phonemic analyses; i.e. recognizing allophonic variation.  We list these 
by segment pair, including the null (e.g. ball, all) segment. (contrast.txt) 

• minimum cover sets are lists of words that, together, include all segments.  These are not unique; 
more than one possible list may include all segments.  This is a computationally expensive 
operation; we employ a greedy algorithm that is almost certain to return the shortest possible list.  
(cover.txt) 

• neighbor sets treat each word as the central node in a graph; each edge represents a distance of 
one phonological segment.  We calculate the neighborhood density, number of edges, and 
clustering coefficient (number of links between the neighbors).  (density.tsv) 

• wordlikeness indicates how well a word matches the phonological distributions and phonotactic 
restrictions of the lexicon as a whole.  Although more typically used to evaluate pseudowords, 
this measure can assist language identification.  (wordlike.tsv) 

3k. Related text data 
When available, we have included corresponding data from Scannell’s An Crúbadán project;: 

• trigram grapheme lists, including implicit onset and follower spaces, 
• monogram and bigram wordlists, 
• source URLs (Scannell does not release the original texts, but provides the links needed to scrape 

them). 
These sets have several applications: 

• language subgrouping:  distance measures between ngrams (e.g. cosine distance) can be used to 
generate trees of language relations. 

• ortho-to-phono and vice versa:  the phonological sets can help build conversion tools when used 
in conjunction with orthographic ngrams,  Among other applications, these will help answer the 
question of just how well the lexicon reflects the language as seen in a text corpus. 

• language identification:  it is an open question whether ngrams encapsulate the same kind of 
phonotactic information that humans rely on for rapid language identification.  

We very much want to extend available text data beyond those sets trivially identified by BCP-47 style 
script codes, or found in Wikipedia pages; see Web corpus acquisition in the Applications section. 
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3l. Cognate sets 
Cognate sets are provided as standalone XML entries (figure 5).  All cognate relations are tabulated in 
cognates/grid.tsv , which is essentially a table whose rows are ISO 639-3 codes, and whose columns are 
rough historical glosses, given as WordNet senses.  Sets of corresponding items from two or more 
languages are suitable as training data for applications like inference of regular sound change 
correspondences, and lexicon extension. 

<cognate id="huffman1971vocabulary:C:c13.r625.gs2041.i8527" iso639-3="lbo" 
lang="Laven"> 
   <etygloss>roast#v#1</etygloss> 
   <etyset>AA:S2041</etyset> 
   <form>buh</form> 
</cognate> 

Figure 5  A typical cognate entry.  The id provides a unique link to a data item.  Language-related details are baked in for 
convenience, and can be extended if desirable.  

     The <etygloss> element provides a nominal index term for all of the cognate clusters with the same 
rough semantics.  This is a term of convenience, and might not actually reflect the meaning of the proto-
form.  The <etyset> element identifies the proto-form’s nominal family source (here, Austroasiatic), 
and numbers the cognate cluster.  When possible, the number refers to an established cognate set from 
the literature.  Here, S2041 refers to Shorto’s set 2041.  Our current reference set includes: 

• AA Austroasiatic  [Shorto 2006] 
• AN Austronesian  [Blust 2010, Wolff 2010, Greenhill 2008] 
• HM Hmong-Mien  [Ratliff 2010] 
• KD Kra-Dai  [Hudak 2008, Pittayaporn 2009, Weera 2000, Norquest 2007] 
• ST Sino-Tibetan  [Matisoff 2010]  

     Many cognate sets also have ad hoc identification numbers (e.g. AA:4).  Items in these sets form a 
coherent group that is either not reported in the literature (which is hardly exhaustive), or which will 
probably be moved to a different etygloss set.  We derive cognate sets in the following manner: 

• calculate the surface similarity between all forms with closely related semantics.  We use 
Kondrak-style phonological similarity, which is robust in the face of feature (vs. IPA character) 
variation [Kondrak 2002], 

• use different clustering algorithms (bottom-up agglomeration, and Markov chain clustering [van 
Dongen 2000]) to form likely cognate groups.  It is difficult to predict what algorithm and 
parameters will create the most realistic clusters; we pre-calculate a half-dozen trial settings, then 
choose a starting set, 

• individually revise the automatically generated groups, adding references to sets established in 
the literature when possible.  

     Many cognate sets will be relatively small at first.  We may not yet have data from other languages in 
the same etymological subgroup, might not have established enough clusters to support claims regarding 
more dramatic phonological changes, and/or have not yet established a large enough number of sets to 
reliably merge groups that require an argument for semantic shift.   
     Formal cognate relations are not always needed to compare wordlists from sister languages that are 
known to be etymologically close, particularly if they have been elicited using the same glosses.  
Anybody can perform the same item-by-item distance measure, using their own cutoff rule of thumb for 
assumed cognate status.  However, this simple approach becomes progressively less reliable as the 
distance between languages increases, or as individual linguists’ practice in data collection varies. 
     Finally, we mention in passing that formal Swadesh lists are not intended to elicit cognates, but rather 
to expose the rate of cognate replacement.  Nevertheless, some comparative surveys may use Swadish or 
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similar elicitation terms to seek cognates only.  Each approach addresses different goals; our point is 
simply that one should avoid making assumptions about list content and utility.  

3m. HA/DR thesaurus 
The Ariel project’s HA/DR Topic Lexicon lists roughly 34,000 terms “relevant to the HA/DR topic 
taxonomy devised by DARPA and the LORELEI evaluation team.”  We have extracted a thesaurus of 
terms that appear both in this list, and as CRCL metaglosses.   
     We have further extended the HA/DR list by 200+ terms which appear in our wordlists and appear to 
be relevant, including kill, poison, nauseous, afraid, fear, grave, blood, bury, hungry, thirsty, etc.  These 
all have high negative scores in the SentiWordNet, SentiWord, and/or Valence, Arousal, Dominance 
analyses [Gatti 2013, Baccianella 2010, Warriner 2013].  We think these terms are more likely to be 
relevant in monitoring informal communications such as Twitter. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
Overview 
Datasets provided for the final milestone are summarized in Figure 6, and go well beyond the contract 
requirements. 

 

Figure 6  Overview of final deliverable set.  As noted earlier, both glosses and forms are gold-standard in all but name – we 
feel that a formal roll-out, and comment period in the linguistics community, is appropriate. 

     An overview of the delivery hierarchy is given in Figure 7.  The project’s data delivery formats 
evolved rapidly in order to better expose the content of the data sets.  Extracting data was not the issue; 
rather, it was helpful to clarify the different views and data subsets that could be extracted.   
MetaGloss and MetaForm 
There were few surprises in regard to the planned work of the project.  We set an extremely challenging 
schedule, on average processing one ISO code per day, often with two or more lects per code.       
Normalizing to the MetaGloss and MetaForm frameworks required a massive amount of effort simply 
because even with experience and computational assistance, delivering > 850,000 items put us at the 
wrong end of the lever.  Even very low problem rates produced many, many thousands of items 
requiring individual attention (and sometimes revealing errors in the original data source).  
     The difficulty of defining a “final” MetaGloss standard came as something of a surprise.  While it is 
possible to restrict the content of elicitation sets (such as Swadesh, various regional SIL survey sets, the 
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crcl/ – root directory 
 ./formats – description of all document formats 
 ./paths – grep-able list of paths to all files 
 ./tokens.xml, ./tokens.tsv – all lexical data 
 ./sketch-rows.tsv, ./sketch-cols.tsv, ./sketch-features.tsv – all segment/canon/feature overviews 
 ./readme.panlex – notes on and aggregated manifests for Panlex data 
 bib/ – bibliographic metadata 
  ./metadata.xml 
 geo/ - geographically oriented data 
  ./info.geo – list of family, ISO-639-3, county, and ADM-1 region (if available) 
  CN/ - one directory per country, ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 codes 
  KH/ – ... (about 25 countries in all) 
   ./info.geo – country summary (ADM-1 regions are not always available) 
   ./Champasak.geo – one file per ADM-1 region.  These may later be changed to ISO 3166-2 codes. 
   ./Preah_Vihear.geo ...   etc. 
 metagloss/ – global data for MetaGloss (WordNet 3.0 glosses) 
  ./metagloss.txt – all forms and counts in use 
  ./new.txt – list of new (sense 0) items 
  ./kin.txt – explanation of the components of kin terms 
  ./a.txt ... x.txt – lists, by part of speech, for all items 
 cognates/ 
  ./cognates.xml – single file of all items with tagged etygloss and etyset 
  ./setByRow.tsv – training data table of all cognate relations (columns are lects) 
  ./setByCol.tsv – training data table of all cognate relations (rows are lects) 
  etygloss/ 
   able#a#1/ – one directory per concept/label. 200+ sets per family Y1 to 500 Y4 
   above#r#2/ ...  Not all sets overlap, and we substantially overshoot the targets. 
    ./etyset-1.xml – one file per etymologically related set; typically several  
    ./etyset-n.xml ... sets per concept, per family; e.g. AA:S638.xml, HM:R837.xml 
 hadr/ – extended HA/DR-specific lexicon, across all languages 
  ./readme.txt – discussion of HA/DR item acquisition and form.  
   crcl/, panlex/ – one directory for each major source 
   ./readme.txt – source-specific notes 
   ./hadr.tsv – comparable lexicon 
 AA/– one directory each for Austroasiatic, Austronesian, Hmong-Mien, Kra-Dai, Sino-Tibetan 
 AN/, HM/, KD/, ST/ ... 
  alk/ – one directory for each 3-letter ISO 639-3 code; expect 250+ Y1 to 800-1,000++ Y4 
  brb/ ... 
   arnaud1997lexique.c1/ – one directory for each documented lect, where directories 
   arnaud1997lexique.c2/ ... are named as bibref.column.  500 doculects Y1 to 2000 doculects Y4 
    ./metadata.xml – metadata for this lect 
    ./lexicon.xml – main lexicon file 
    ./sketch-cols.tsv – sketch of segments, column view (easier to read)  
    ./sketch-rows.tsv – sketch of segments, row view (easier to grep)  
    ./features.tsv – sketch of segments by their features 
    ./2_segment.tsv, ./3_segment.tsv – phonological segment bi- and trigrams 
    ./2_segment_nuc.tsv, ./3_segment_nuc.tsv – phonological segments, single nucleus 
    ./2_token.tsv, ./3_token.tsv – sub-syllable token trigrams (onset, nucleus, coda, tone) 
    ./3_place_back.tsv – place/back feature trigrams 
    ./3_manner_height.tsv – manner/height feature trigrams 
    ./2_onset_tone.tsv, 2_nucleus_tone.tsv – onset / nucleus plus tone collocations 
    ./cover.tsv – minimum cover set 
    ./contrast.tsv – minimal contrast set 
    ./density.tsv – clustering coefficient, links, degree, neighbors for each word 
    ./load.tsv – functional load, by segment 
   info/ – other language data relevant to the ISO 639-3 code 
    ./metadata.xml – metadata from Ethnologue, Glottolog.  
    ASJP/  – one directory for each wide-coverage source 
    Ethnologue/ ... this anticipates we may rely on or develop other sources 
    Glottolog/  ... a typical example: 
     ./geo_distance.tsv – geographical distance sets (0 to 500 km, by 100km) 
     ./ety_distance.tsv – genetic distance sets (n nearest neighbors) 
     ./geo_lexicon.tsv – lexicon of all neighbors within 250 km; known cognates marked 
     ./ety_lexicon.tsv – lexicon of all of this ISO code’s sisters 
    Panlex/ 
     ./manifest.tsv – summary listing of count, source, quality, license for all lect data 
     ./iso-var.tsv – PanLex designation of the lect, e.g. tha-001.tsv 
   text/ – orthographic data if available 
    Scannell/ – at present, only files from the An Crúbadán project are supplied. 
     BCP-47/ – the sample’s BPC-47 code 
      ./info.txt – lect and source data identification  
      ./urls.txt – sources for the ngrams and wordlist (texts are not included) 
      ./chartrigrams.txt, ./wordbigrams.txt, ./words.txt – datasets  
 
Figure 7  Structure of the distribution. When appropriate, files have a comment that recapitulates source information, so that 
full sets can be concatenated from the root, e.g.:   CRCL/% cat `find ./crcl | grep 3_segment.tsv` > 3_segment.tsv  
 
   /   `     `    
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IDS / LWT family, and the ILCAA / Princeton family), we faced the opposite problem of having to 
accommodate a wide variety of formal and informal gloss lists.  We see MetaGloss remaining as a 
restricted but extensible framework rather than a completely controlled standard.  
     The MetaForm feature analysis, in contrast, converged fairly quickly on the set now in use.  
Nevertheless, we had to retain some notational features (the “Chinese” IPA characters) whose 
importance might not have been obvious had we begun work in a different region.  Thus, we anticipate 
that, say, the African languages will call for both predictable and perhaps unpredictable extensions. 
Process management 
Finally, we noticed an interesting degree of culture clash between computational and comparative 
linguists, both within our team, and the LORELEI project at large.  

  computational linguists   (mostly comparative) linguists 

big data – need for large samples small data – need for high accuracy 

noise that could be ignored mistakes that needed to be fixed 

orthography, reliance on source as-is phonology, need to modify the given forms 

data-driven methods analytical methods 

anonymous discovery / acquisition of data personal relationships with linguists 

difficulty recognizing GIGO situations desire to build Swiss watches 

acceptance of continuous revision  focus on final publication 

if it’s measurable, it’s progress question if small improvements will scale up 

iterative process – rebuild the data system linear process – assemble final components 

linguists should enable better software software should enable better linguists 

Table 7  Typical gaps in perception between computational and comparative linguists. 

     Our work – methodical selection and normalization of representative data sets – is typically the 
domain of comparative linguistics and proto-language reconstruction; traditionally an area of boutique / 
handicraft linguistics.  We were interested in finding ways to industrialize this; not simply by building 
faster software whose output would require less correction, but by providing faster, more accurate data 
management by the linguists – less “linguists enable software,” and more “software enables linguists.”   
     For example, choices made in normalizing notation affected automated syllabification; while tweaks 
of language and subbranch-specific syllable-break rubrics affected proper recognition of sub-syllabic 
segments – which sometimes required going back to the beginning and altering notation.  Similarly, 
source glosses were sometimes ambiguous in ways that could only be resolved at the end of the process, 
when items were being clustered into cognate sets; again, initial source data (glossing) was somewhat 
indeterminate until the end of the process.   
     Thus, instead of focusing on standalone software systems that would incorporate linguistic 
knowledge per se (the “linguists enable software” approach), we also wrote tools that provided myriad 
data views to expose different kinds of inconsistency, and let the linguist manage the development cycle 
very, very quickly; e.g. by immediately seeing the ultimate effects of early choices in data preparation, 
and by fixing the software process, rather than fiddling with the end of the data pipeline.  Providing 
rapid feedback loops on the data life cycle, and constant willingness to redesign tools as needed, made 
the difference. 
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5. Conclusions 
This document summarizes work carried out by CRCL on behalf of the DARPA LORELEI project.  We 
have described both the specific contract deliverables and our additional activities.  All required 
milestones were surpassed, and all data and analysis is available for re-use.   
     While the project was limited to providing data for a single region, we have shown that it is possible 
to develop large-scale, fine-grained, comparable lexical and phonological data sets quickly, and at a 
reasonable cost.  In addition, we have demonstrated that such data has downstream applications in 
supporting DARPA’s mission.  We feel that an ongoing project of this type for Asia-Pacific and other 
regions is both feasible and desirable. 
     Our present language technology situation hardly seems tenable:  for the majority of world 
languages, we have little data beyond ISO 639-3 identifiers, brief prose descriptions, and rough speaker 
areas (unfortunately, not defined in terms of standard ADM area boundaries).   Specific language data 
that would be useful in computational applications – dictionaries, grammars, phonotactic analyses, 
corpora – is only narrowly available. 
     Experience shows that neither the marketplace nor traditional scientific funding agencies are likely to 
fill this gap.  From the commercial point of view, small languages do not justify investment costs; their 
speakers are either too few in number, or too poor, even when they number in the millions.  From the 
research point of view (e.g. the NSF-NEH Documenting Endangered Languages initiative), funding 
tends to support documentation of single languages, and the opportunity this provides for training young 
linguists.  When broader linguistic surveys are done, they usually focus on data of phylogenetic interest 
for proto-language reconstructions that involve single subgroups or families – not on on-the-ground 
reality that is needed for computationally useful modeling.   
     To paraphrase Chamfort,1 we may begin by choosing the most inviting languages, but in the end we 
want them all.  LORELEI is one of a continuing series of exercises in developing language technology.  
Methods and goals have changed in the decades since TIPSTER, but the list of languages of interest 
always gets longer. 
 
  

1 “Most compilers of anthologies of poetry or epigrams are like people eating cherries or oysters: they start by picking out the 
best, and end up eating the lot.”  Nicolas-Sebastien Chamfort, Reflections on Life, Love and Society (1795). 
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6. Recommendations 
We conclude with recommendations for ongoing work (beyond extending language coverage).   
language identification  language identification based on trained trigram models or similar is extremely 
effective; see [Scannell 2007].  However, we may not have substantial, identified text samples to work 
with; e.g. when the use of informal orthographies for online / text message communication is 
widespread, as is increasingly the case for non-roman scripts, as well as languages without formal 
writing systems.  It would be useful to see if a phonodynamic language model, based partly on 
recognizable segments, and partly on the relations, co-occurrence restrictions between, frequency, 
salience, and functional load of arbitrary segments, is sufficient to identify a language that relies on an 
unknown orthography. 
Web corpus acquisition  building text corpora by Web crawling and scraping is a well-established 
discipline.  However, it does not address the problem of crawling and language identification absent a 
set of seed search terms.  Nor may these be trivially obtained if and when a language either has no 
formal writing system, or is so obscure that, say, its Wikipedia page does not point to native-language 
sources.  We propose that informal low-density language texts are likely to be written using the roman 
alphabet, and that we can make reasonable guesses as to how our phonologically transcribed data might 
be transliterated by native-language speakers, providing the necessary seed search terms.  
ISO 639-3 audit   this standard was adopted in 2007, based on the then-current edition of Ethnologue.  
It is managed as a completely separate entity, and relies on outside requests for additions, deletions, and 
other changes.  ISO 639-3 does not document languages per se; it points to outside authorities (at this 
point, only Ethologue) for assistance in language denotation, i.e. any descriptive information about the 
language, or its place among related languages.  Ethnologue, in turn, does not regularly document the 
sources of its conclusions (and has recently gone to a fee-for-access model for these). 
     The problematic bottom line is that there is no clear measure of the distinction between assigned ISO 
codes (languages that are essentially the same may have the same code), or of the tolerable degrees of 
divergence with a single assigned ISO code (so-called dialects may be mutually unintelligible).  
Government decisions that rely on ISO codes as a measure of linguistic diversity may not be well-
founded.  CRCL wordlists – in some cases, representing many lects within a single “language” – can 
show the degree of lexical diversity (or lack thereof) between lects and languages, and lay the 
foundation for more reliable measures of linguistic divergence. 
lexical item generation  approaches to this problem include:  straightforward machine translation 
(phonological segments are treated as words in a sentence), extended MT approaches (e.g. adding 
feature bundle information),  or translation by phonological transliteration/transduction.  Linguistically 
motivated approaches include attempting to generate a parent proto-form first (then using that as the 
translation/transliteration source), and working from an existing proto-language model. 
identification or prediction of nativized loanwords  while similar to the problem above, this requires a 
separate analysis that attempts to model the phonological reduction or feature insertion typically found 
in loanword acquisition (as opposed to the regular, lexicon-wide patterns of phonological variation 
found in divergent languages). 
ortho-to-phono  CRCL wordlists provide the necessary data for alignment with dictionary headwords, 
based on a combination of (raw and normalized) gloss/definition and unambiguous IPA/orthographic 
correspondences. This should be sufficient for training general-purpose orthography-to-phonology tools. 
machine-assisted transcription / segmentation  automated transcription can be highly effective when 
trained language models exist.  However, experiments on adapting available models to low-resource 
languages have not been promising.  The CRCL wordlists supply the necessary data for an attempt to 
bootstrap assistive software for limited cases – e.g. recorded wordlists, which we can help locate and 
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provide.  Similarly, the phonodynamic models we provide may give some traction to simple tasks on 
open audio; e.g. locating word boundaries.  
minimizing resource acquisition effort  we do not know how well the distribution of tokens and 
segments within a lexicon models typical corpus use.  Nor do we know how large a subset of the lexicon 
is required to model the “full” (say, 10,000 words) lexicon, or how to estimate whether or not a sample 
in hand is sufficient.  We anticipate that a combination of Monte Carlo testing, and application of Zipf’s 
and Heaps’ Laws, would address the question of devising stopping rules for minimally useful lexicon 
acquisition.  This is a rather important question, both from the point of view of extending any of our 
shorter resources, and of proposing any new efforts for data acquisition (either in the field, or from 
untranscribed legacy field data).  
evidence-based evaluation of Ethnologue / Glottolog subgrouping  in comparative / historical 
linguistic theory, subgroups are based on objective shared phonological and lexical innovations.  
However, there is considerable difference between the Ethnologue and Glottolog analyses, and neither 
points to any clear analysis of lexical evidence.  The CRCL wordlists begin to provide the data required 
to generate an independent subgroup analysis of languages in Asia-Pacific (based on distance measures), 
and to prompt the development of tools intended to specifically identify turning-point innovations.  Both 
of these support LORELEI efforts in lexicon extension, language identification, and other language 
modeling applications.  
linguistic data warehouse / workbench apps  looking beyond the front-line performers to LORELEI 
tool integration, CRCL’s fine-grained coverage of the Asia-Pacific region supports applications of 
interest to both linguists and early responders.  These include the ability to project linguistic resources 
onto local maps, and  to single out shibboleths – locally salient phonology or word forms – that help 
identify speakers.  
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Appendix A  MetaGloss  
MetaGloss guides the normalization of glosses.  The notes below are repeated from section 8, above. 

• when possible, a single WordNet 3.0 sense is provided:  house#n#1 
• when two or more useful interpretations are plausible, they are pipe-separated:  bake#v#1|toast#v#1. 
• several word classes have been added (with all items numbered #1):  d(emonstrative), j(conjunction), 

k(in term), m(odal), p(ronoun), q(interrogative), x (temporarily uncategorized). 
• when new senses are added, they are numbered #0:  armspan#n#0. 
• a polysemous sense that does not exist in English is indicated by labeling the WN 3.0 sense:  v@fist#n#1 

indicates the verb sense of the noun “fist,” i.e. “make a fist.”  
• kin terms are built up in regular fashion, starting with the person who is ultimately referenced:  

mot.fat#k#1 is the mother of the father, or the paternal grandmother. 
• senses may have attributes that help document what we believe is the useful reference meaning; e.g. 

carry#v#1:tumpline. This indicates that for purposes of cognate grouping the item clusters with “carry” 
terms, but keeps “tumpline” accessible.  These head+attribute forms may be simplified in the future. 

• classifiers are noted by the :clf attribute, e.g. basket#n#1:clf is a classifier for baskets, several#a#1:clf 
for several items, kick#v#1:clf is an instance of kicking.  There may be some inconsistency in the listing 
of feature-oriented classifiers (e.g. long, thin items) because it is not always clear if the given form is a 
classifier, or just an instance of an item. 

• a small amount of ad-hoc notation may be encountered, e.g.”!” in !understand#v#1 negates the primary 
term.  These affect only a few items for which proper handling is unclear. 

It is important to remember that MetaGlosses do not replace the raw glosses.  Rather, they provide an additional 
layer that is more usable as an index to phonological forms in many languages – an index that points to the forms 
that are most likely to be genetically related, but still respects semantic variation between lects.   

Appendix B  MetaForm  
MetaForm guides the normalization of raw phonological transcription.  Basic guidelines are simple: 

• Standard IPA is always used with the exception of these characters:  / ɿ ʮ ʅ ʯ ʋ /, which may be found in 
the phonological features table. 

• Source notation that appears to indicate minor phonetic variation, and may hinder useful lect comparison, 
is suppressed. 

• Syllable boundaries are always marked. 
• Raised characters are either diacritics (e.g. indicating aspiration) or secondary features according to our 

analysis of the syllable.   
• A fully tokenized form relies on three separator characters; note that tie characters are not used: 

o ¦ (x00A6 / &#166;) separates the onset, nucleus, coda, and tone sections 
o : separates the core and post-core sections of the onset and coda.  A pre-core is possible, but not 

currently used.  
o . separates bound features from the pre-core and post-core, and vowels within the nucleus. 
o | separates syllables. 

• A segmented form uses . to separate phonological segments. 
• Some ambiguity and inconsistency are tolerated; particularly in handling of minor syllables. 

Like MetaGloss, MetaForm cannot entirely replace the raw transcribed forms.  Again, they help to provide an 
additional layer that serves as the most probable common index of features shared within and between languages.   
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Appendix C  Phonological features 
 

height 
 

backness 
 

place 
 

manner 
 

high i ⁱ y ɨ ᶤ ʉ ɯ u ɿ ʮ ʅ ʯ ʋ front i ⁱ y e ø ᴇ ɛ æ œ ɿ ʮ ʅ ʯ bilabial p b ɓ β pɸ ɸ bβ m ʙ nasal m ɱ n ɳ ȵ ɲ ŋ ɴ 

near-high ɪ ʏ ʊ near-front ɪ ʏ labiodental pf bv f ɱ v ⱱ stop p b t d ʈ ɖ ȶ ȡ c ɟ k ɡ q ɢ ʡ ʔ 

close-mid e ø ɘ ɵ ɤ o central ɨ ᶤ ʉ ɘ ɵ ə ᵊ ɞ ɐ a ɜ dental θ ð tθ dð implosive ɓ ɗ ᶑ ʄ ɠ ʛ 

mid ə ᵊ ᴇ near-back ʊ alveolar t d ɗ ʦ ʣ s z n r ɹ ɾ l ɬ ɮ tɬ dɮ ɺ affricate 
pɸ bβ pf bv tθ dð ʦ ʧ ʤ ʣ ʨ 
ʥ tɬ dɮ tʂ dʐ cç ɟʝ kx ɡɣ qχ ɢʁ 

open-mid ɛ ɜ œ ɞ ʌ ɔ back ɯ u ɤ o ʌ ɔ ɑ ɒ ʋ retroflex ʈ ɖ ᶑ ʂ ʐ tʂ dʐ ɳ ɽ ɻ ɭ fricative 
ɸ β f v θ ð s z ʂ ʐ ʃ ʒ ɕ ʑ ç ʝ x 
ɣ χ ʁ ħ ʕ h ɦ ɬ ɮ 

near-low æ ɐ 
  

palatoalveolar ʃ ʒ ʧ ʤ approximant w ɹ ɻ j ɰ ɥ l ɭ ȴ ʎ ɫ 

low a ɑ ɒ 
  

alveolopalatal ȶ ȡ ɕ ʑ ʨ ʥ ȵ ȴ tap-flap ⱱ ɾ ɽ ɺ 

    
palatal c ɟ ʄ ç cç ɟʝ ʝ ɲ j ʎ trill ʙ r ʀ ʜ ʢ 

    
labiopalatal ɥ 

  

    
velar k ɡ ɠ kx ɡɣ x ɣ ŋ ɰ ɫ  

  

    
labiovelar w  

  

    
uvular q ɢ χ ʁ qχ ɢʁ ɴ ʀ ʛ 

  

    
pharyngeal ʡ ħ ʕ ʜ ʢ 

  

    
glottal ʔ h ɦ 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

-+ 



 

 
 

class 
 

role 
 

position 
 

length 
 

pre-articulation 
 

consonant 
 

onset 
 

pre 
 

epenthetic ᵊ ⁱ ᶤ prenasalized ᵐ ⁿ ᶯ ᶮ ᵑ ᶰ 

vowel 
 

nucleus 
 

core 
 

short x̆ devoiced x̥ x̊ 

syllabic x̩ coda 
 

post 
 

long ː preglottalized ˀ 

minor 
   

1.1 1.2 2.2 1.3 2.3 3.3 1.4 2.4 3.4 4.4 
   

preaspirated ʰ 

        
prelabialized ʷ 

        
prestopped ᵇ ᵈ ᶡ ᶢ 

 

realization 
 

phonation 
 

post-articulation 
 

rounded ʮ ʯ ʋ y ø œ ʉ ɵ ɞ ɑ ɔ o u ʏ nasal x̃ nasalized ᵐ ⁿ ᶯ ᶮ ᵑ ᶰ 

voiced 

m ɱ n ɳ ȵ ɲ ɴ b d ɖ ɟ ɡ ɢ ʡ bβ bv dð ʤ ʣ ʥ 
dɮ dʐ ɟʝ ɡɣ β v ð z ʐ ʒ ʝ ɣ ʁ ʕ w r ɹ ɾ ɻ j ɰ ɥ 
l ɮ ʎ ɫ ȴ ɭ ɺ ʙ ʀ ʜ ʢ ɢʁ ʑ ȡ ɦ aspirated ʰ glottalized ˀ 

retroflexed ʅ ʯ devoiced x̥ x̊ palatalized ʲ 

lateralized l ɬ ɮ tɬ dɮ ɺ ɭ ʎ ɫ ȴ breathy x̤ labialized ʷ 

fricated ɿ ʮ ʅ ʯ ʋ creaky x̰ labiopalatalized ᶣ 

nonvocalized 
 

dental x̪ stopped ᵇ ᵈ ᶡ ᶢ 

prevocalized 
 

raised x̝ velarized x̴ ˠ 

vocalized 
 

lowered x̞ pharyngealized xˤ 

  
rhotic x˞ 
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Appendix D  File formats 
Files discussed below exemplify the full distribution.  
When appropriate, the /Ethnologue path and files are 
paralleled by a /Glottolog set (and may be expanded to 
other analyses).   Below, the #File: line (giving the path) 
is not part of the file.  Commented lines in bold text are 
column labels. 
 
#File: crcl/paths.txt 
#File: crcl/geo/info.geo 
#File: crcl/geo/CN/info.geo 
#File: crcl/geo/CN/Yunnan.geo 
#File: crcl/metagloss/metagloss.txt 
#File: crcl/metagloss/new.txt 
#File: crcl/metagloss/kin.txt 
#File: crcl/metagloss/n.txt 
#File: crcl/cognates/setByRow.tsv 
#File: crcl/cognates/setByCol.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/2_segment.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/3_segment_nuc.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/cover.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/contrast.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/density.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/load.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/geo_distance.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/ety_distance.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/ety_lexicon.tsv 
#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/geo_lexicon.tsv 
#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/info.txt 
#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/urls.txt 
#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/chartrigrams.txt 
#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/wordbigrams.txt 
#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/words.txt 
 
#File: crcl/cognates/cognates.xml 
#File: crcl/cognates/etygloss/able#a#1/AA:S1179.xml 
 
#File: crcl/paths.txt 

#path 
crcl 
crcl/paths.txt 
crcl/hadr 
crcl/metagloss 

Paths to all files. 

#File: crcl/geo/info.geo 
#bibref column  ISO country  ADM-1    lat,long 
tryon1995comparative 80 rap Chile      -27.1248,-
109.3571 
hudak2008comparative 1 tha Thailand Changwat Lop Buri 
 14.7368,100.5249 
hudak2008comparative 5 tts Thailand Changwat Maha Sarakham 
 16.1155,102.9990 
hudak2008comparative 8 nod Thailand Changwat Lampang 
 18.3471,99.7262 

The top-level list only provides Ethnologue data because 
it has slightly better ISO 639-3 coverage.  Latitude and 
longitude are typically 4-digit reals, and reflect the 
location of the populated place nearest to the lat,long 
figure we license from SIL, and which cannot be 
released. 
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#File: crcl/geo/CN/info.geo 
#bibref column ISO country ADM-1  lat,long 
huang1992tbl 10 pmi China Sichuan Sheng 27.9014,101.5165 
huang1992tbl 11 jya China Sichuan Sheng 31.7580,102.2552 
huang1992tbl 12 ero China Sichuan Sheng 30.8187,101.8259 
huang1992tbl 13 qvy China Sichuan Sheng 30.3193,100.8392 

These have the same format as the top-level 
crcl/geo/info.geo file.  The country code is the two-letter 
ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 abbreviation.  The summary 
info.geo file is provided because ADM-1 codes cannot 
always be identified for a given lat,long value (e.g. if it 
happens to fall in open water).  We expect to resolve 
these over time. 

#File: crcl/geo/CN/Yunnan.geo 
#bibref column ISO country ADM-1  lat,long 
huang1992tbl 20 duu China Yunnan  27.9801,98.4442 
huang1992tbl 28 acn China Yunnan  24.6798,98.7253 
huang1992tbl 29 acn China Yunnan  24.6798,98.7253 
huang1992tbl 30 atb China Yunnan  24.4029,98.3244 

These have the same format as the top-level 
crcl/geo/info.geo file, and describe the current ADM-1. 

#File: crcl/metagloss/metagloss.txt 
#metagloss count 
a  592 
d  11 
j  7 
k  159 

The metagloss.txt file summarizes the POS-specific 
files; however, they split all a|b forms into the individual 
words (which may have different POS).   

#File: crcl/metagloss/new.txt 
#metagloss count explanation 
a_little#n#0 38  
among#r#0 30  
armspan#n#0 121  
armspan#n#0:around 41  

The top-level list only provides Ethnologue data because 
it has slightly better ISO 639-3 coverage.  Latitude and 
longitude are typically 4-digit reals, and reflect the 
location of the populated place nearest to the lat,long 
figure we license from SIL, and which cannot be 
released. 

#File: crcl/metagloss/kin.txt 
#All kin term components in use 
.BY. address term:  a.BY.b 
Post-modifiers 
:addr general address term 

This file documents the construction of kin terms in 
MetaGloss. 
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#File: crcl/metagloss/n.txt 
#POS count 
1#n#1 37 
Adam's_apple#n#2 35 
Allium#n#1 5 
April#n#1:lunar 36 

This particular file lists all noun forms that appear in 
MetaGloss.  Other x.txt POS files are similar:  
a:adjective, d:demonstrative, j:conjunction, k:kin, 
m:modal, n:noun, p:pronoun, q:interrogative, r:adverb, 
v:verb, x:unassigned 

#File: crcl/cognates/setByRow.tsv 
#count EtySet cogset  arnaud1997lexique.c1 arnaud1997lexique.c2
 arnaud1997lexique.c3 ...   
7 Allium#n#1 HM:R599    
9 Allium#n#1 HM:R835    
15 Hmong#n#1 HM:R73    
17 I#p#1 AA:2     

Each EtySet is the rough gloss of a historical form, 
while each cogset includes related terms from modern 
languages, given in the appropriate cell (most cells are 
empty).  We expect there to be at least one cogset per 
family.  Cogsets are named either by a reference to the 
literature, or by an arbitrary number associated with the 
family.  Over time, both cogsets and etysets will cluster 
into larger groupings of genetically related forms. 

#File: crcl/cognates/setByCol.tsv 
#count source ISO Allium#n#1|HM:R599 Allium#n#1|HM:R835
 Hmong#n#1|HM:R73 ... 
220 arnaud1997lexique 10 npy   
391 arnaud1997lexique 11 sda   
369 arnaud1997lexique 12 mqj   
262 arnaud1997lexique 14 rog   

The setByCol view labels each column with an 
EtySet|cogset pair.  The count gives the number of 
items from a particular source have been assigned to 
cogsets.  These items appear in the table cells (most are 
empty).  Over time, cells will contain more forms as 
cognate sets are first developed following current 
semantics, then joined to account for semantic shift and 
borrowing.  

#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/2_segment.tsv 
#huffman1971vocabulary 12 AA alk Guibian Zhuang 
< k 90 
h > 88 
ŋ > 87 
< t 78 

Segment bigrams and counts.  Pre- and post-word 
boundaries are shown with < and >.  The first line gives 
the table contents:  bibref and column, family, ISO 639-
3 code, and ISO language name.   
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#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/3_segment_nuc.tsv 
#huffman1971vocabulary 12 AA alk Guibian Zhuang 
< k a 42 
< p a 31 
< t a 28 
< pʰ a 26 

Segment bigrams, as above, except that the complete 
nucleus (diphthongs and longer) is treated as a single 
segment.  Other 2_..., 3_... files are similar, with content 
as per file name. 

#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/cover.tsv 
#huffman1971vocabulary 12 AA alk Guibian Zhuang 
#64 letters, 31 words 
#  a aː b c cʰ d e eː f h i iː j k kʰ kʷ l m m̩ n n̩ o oː p pʰ r rʷ s t tʰ u uː w ŋ ŋ̊ ŋ̩ ɑ ɔ ɔː ə 
əː ɛ ɛː ɨ ɨː ɬ ɲ ɲ̩ ʔ ˀj ˀl ˀr ˀw ᵐb ᵐp ᵐpʰ ᵑk ᵑkʰ ᶮc ᶮcʰ ⁿt ⁿt h
pruŋ tɨp kasɔk grave#n#2 
tʰaluːp tʰanəːj clothing#n#1 

Minimum cover set.  Line 1 describes the source and 
language.  Line 2 gives the number of distinct 
phonological segments, and the size of the minimum 
cover set.  The remainder of the file consists of (tab-
separated) words and their glosses. 

#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/contrast.tsv 
#huffman1971vocabulary 12 AA alk Guibian Zhuang 
a aː kat kaːt k#t from#r#0/only#a#1 burn#i#3 
a aː paj paːj p#j three#n#1 rice#n#1:cooked 
a aː pʰat pʰaːt pʰ#t grass#n#1 chew#v#1 
a aː tap taːp t#p stab#v#2 slap#v#1 

Minimum contrast set.  The columns show the two 
contrasting segments, the words each appears in, and a 
joint form with # in the common slot.  The final columns 
have the metaglosses of the two contrasting words. 

#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/density.tsv 
#huffman1971vocabulary 12 
#Clustering coefficient (2Nv/Kv(Kv-1)) Links (Nv) Degree (Kv) word neighbors 
0.7778 28 9 caː
 cɔː|jaː|kaː|maː|naː|raː|taː|tʰaː|ᵐpʰaː 
0.3611 13 9 maj
 mat|maŋ|maʔ|moːj|paj|saj|ʔaj|ᵑkaj|ᶮcaj 
0.3333 12 9 paj
 par|pat|paŋ|paɲ|paːj|saj|ʔaj|ᵑkaj|ᶮcaj 

Each list of neighbors differs from the target word by a 
single phonological segment.  Kv is the number of these 
neighbors.  Nv is the number of neighbors that are one 
segment away from each other.  The clustering 
coefficient is in the range 0 .. 1, and gives a sense of 
how tightly bound the neighborhood is. 

#File: crcl/AA/alk/huffman1971vocabulary.c12/load.tsv 
#huffman1971vocabulary 12 AA alk Guibian Zhuang 
#segment contrst total load 
a 35 378 0.0925 
aː 29 101 0.2871 
b 11 6 1.8333 

Segment bigrams, as above, except that the complete 
nucleus (diphthongs and longer) is treated as a single 
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segment.  Other 2_..., 3_... files are similar, with content 
as per file name. 

#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/geo_distance.tsv 
#ISO analysis 0-100 101-200 201-300 301-400 401-500 
alk Ethnologue
 llo:10|oyb:15|irr:17|ngt:26|spu:32|lbo:41|skk:49|tto:49|nev:51|kuf:54|tth:64|tgr:74|kgd:8
0|oog:80|jeg:83|kgc:85|sqq:97
 stg:103|pac:107|hld:112|brb:113|phg:114|ktv:116|brv:121|tdf:121|jeh:137|krv:151|hal:151|t
kz:154|bru:158|rmx:163|ren:169|sed:174|xkk:192|tdr:195|kta:196|cua:199
 kxy:209|xhv:216|moo:217|krr:221|tpu:228|sss:237|hre:240|jra:242|yoy:245|nuo:252|nyl:255|s
cb:256|bdq:261|pcb:267|skb:287|kdt:295|pkt:296
 rka:305|uan:312|aem:312|nyw:314|cmo:321|pht:327|vie:340|rad:343|thm:343|bgl:354|kxm:362|h
ro:365|tmp:369|bfk:384|lso:385|tts:390|tpo:393
 mng:406|khm:407|mnn:407|hnu:412|cja:417|sti:418|tnu:419|huq:422|stt:427|tyj:437|tou:439|r
og:443|cma:455|kpm:463|cuq:469|lic:474|cje:479|syo:483|jio:483|tyh:488|tmm:489|thc:492|lao:495 
     

Each row is labeled with the current ISO-639-3 code and 
the source (Ethnologue or Glottolog) of the language 
position points.  The remainder of the row has five tab-
separated groups of ISO:distance pairs, each | separated.  
Distances are in kilometers, using single-point language 
locations; these are progressively less meaningful as the 
size of the speaker community increases.  A future 
release will attempt to take national or regional 
languages into account, regardless of their point 
distance.  ISO codes are only given for languages we 
have data for. 

#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/ety_distance.tsv 
alk Ethnologue alk|tpu
 alk|brb|bru|brv|cbn|cog|irr|jeh|kdt|kgc|kgd|khm|kjg|ktv|kuf|lbo|lcp|mlf|mnw|ngt|oog|pac|p
cb|sss|sti|tdf|tpu|tth|tto
 alk|brb|bru|brv|cbn|cog|irr|jeh|kdt|kgc|kgd|khm|kjg|ktv|kuf|lbo|lcp|mlf|mnw|ngt|oog|pac|p
cb|sss|sti|tdf|tpu|tth|tto 

Each line has three tab-separated groups of ISO codes 
that share the same parent, grandparent, and great-
grandparent; note that some groups may be identical.  
Ethnologue data is (for the moment) suspect due to 
problems in properly identifying some parent levels.  
Only groups with <=50 ISO codes are reported, because 
a single early-branching survivor (common in 
Austronesian) may include the entire family as first 
cousins.  ISO codes are only given for languages we 
have data for.  The Glottolog analysis tends to have 
more branches / smaller groups. 
     Each ASJP line lists ISO codes and the NDLD 
(normalized Levenshtein distance divided) from the 
current ISO code [Bakker et al 2009].  A maximum of 
50 codes are provided.  In some cases a distance from 
the current ISO code (to itself) may be reported; this 
occurs when the ASJP dataset had multiple lect samples. 
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#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/ety_lexicon.tsv 
#sources gloss [alk] huffman1971vocabulary 12 [alk] theraphan2001languages_2 4
 [tpu] huffman1971vocabulary 16 ... 
2 Idau#k#1 c.a.w         
 k.ɨ.m.n.a.n k.a.n 
3 Ifat#k#1 t.aː     t.aː    
 pʰ.ɨ.ʔ n̥.ə.j 
3 Imot#k#1 j.a.ʔ     j.a.ʔ    
 m.a.e.ʔ n̥.ə.j 
2 Ison#k#1 c.a.w     p.a.s.aː.w  

A lexicon of sister languages according to a specific 
subgroup analysis  Trees for Ethnologue and Glottolog 
are similar.  Each row is labeled with the number of lects 
that have forms for the gloss in the second column.  All 
entries in each sister-language lexicon is included; 
however, some rows may just have a single form entry.   

#File: crcl/AA/alk/info/Ethnologue/geo_lexicon.tsv 
#sources gloss [AA:alk:0] huffman1971vocabulary 12 [AA:alk:0] theraphan2001languages_2 4
 [AA:irr:17] huffman1979vocabulary 1 ... 
2 !understand#v#1  c.ɔː.m     
   
3 Careya_arborea#n#0 k.a.d.oː.n  
3 Caryota#n#1  t.a.j.uː.ŋ  
4 Hypericacaea#n#1  h.a.ŋ.i.a.ŋ   
 h.a.ŋ.i.ə.ŋ   

A lexicon of lects whose point locations are within 
100km of each other.  Trees for Ethnologue and 
Glottolog are similar.  NB:  this is a wide table; the data 
values shown here are for illustrative purposes only. 

#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/info.txt 
ISO 630-3 mak 
BCP-47 mak-Latn 
glottocode maka1311 
name Makasar 
country Indonesia (Sulawesi) 

The Scannell info file summarizes the per-BCP-47 code 
information he provides. 

#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/urls.txt 
http://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wp/mak/Gowa 
http://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wp/mak/Main_Page 
http://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wp/mak/Persigowa_Gowa 
http://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wp/mak/PSM_Mangkasara%27 
http://www.bible.is/toc?version=MAKLAI&language=Makassar 

Scannell source file; shows links to his data sources. 

#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/chartrigrams.txt 
ang 25834 
ng> 15144 
ri> 15101 
na> 13937 
<an 12413 

Scannell source file; contains character triples and 
counts.  < and > indicate word boundaries. 
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#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/wordbigrams.txt 
. \n 10623 
mae ri 2290 
, " 1820 
. " 1021 
" \n 1015 

Scannell source file; these are space-separated token 
bigrams and counts.  

#File: crcl/AN/mak/text/Scannell/mak-Latn/words.txt 
ri 11702 
anjo 5001 
siagang 3687 
ke'nanga 3110 
Allata'ala 3031 

Scannell source file; these are space-separated tokens 
and counts. 

#File: crcl/cognates/cognates.xml 
<document version="1.0"> 
  <cognate id="huffman1971vocabulary:C:c13.r625.gs2041.i8527" iso639-3="lbo" lang="Laven">  
    <etygloss>roast#v#1</etygloss>  
    <cogset>AA:S2041</cogset>  
    <form>buh</form>  
  </cognate> 
... 
<cognate id="huffman1971vocabulary:C:c9.r625.gs2041.i8526" iso639-3="kdt" lang="Kuy"> 
<etygloss>roast#v#1</etygloss> <cogset>AA:S2041</cogset> <form>buh</form></cognate> 
<cognate id="huffman1979vocabulary:C:c10.p19-29.r1471.i11948" iso639-3="sss" lang="Sô"> 
<etygloss>roast#v#1</etygloss> <cogset>AA:S2041</cogset> <form>buh</form></cognate> 
<cognate id="huffman1979vocabulary:C:c11.p21-29.r1474.i14776" iso639-3="tto" lang="Lower 
Ta'oih"> <etygloss>roast#v#1</etygloss> <cogset>AA:S2041</cogset> <form>boh</form></cognate> 

The complete set of cognate entries.  The cognate tag 
encapsulates each entry, with attributes id (consistent 
across all data), an iso639-3 code, and the formal ISO 
lang language name.  The etygloss gives a rough 
historical semantic label; each cogset numbers a cognate 
set.  The form (like the attributes) are included for 
convenience, and can be recaptured from the main 
dataset. NB:  The entry has been indented for display. 

#File: crcl/cognates/etygloss/able#a#1/AA:S1179.xml 
<document version="1.0"> 
  <cognate id="huffman1971vocabulary:C:c1.r39.gs1179.i641" iso639-3="khm" lang="Central 
Khmer"> 
    <etygloss>able#a#1</etygloss> 
    <cogset>AA:S1179</cogset> 
    <form>baːn</form> 
  </cognate> 

Identical to the same item in the complete cognate set, 
above. 
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Appendix E:  Languages of Disaster 
  

CRCL proposes to build a resource that locates, enriches, and ties language and GIS data to 
humanitarian assistance / disaster relief (HA/DR) event histories.  It will support applications for 
responding to, and predicting or pre-provisioning, disaster events.  We attempt to balance today’s 
desire for an interactive sandbox with tomorrow’s probable request for machine access to data 
for re-use and/or re-implementation.  This document describes the project’s goals, content, and 
development issues.  An initial proof of concept can be found at 
http://sealang2.net/project/lorelei/over. 

Introduction 
The DARPA LORELEI project is based on the observation that language information is integral 
to effectively detecting, directing, and delivering HA/DR assistance.  Most of the current 
research effort frames the issue from the point of view of response that involves given target 
languages:  how can we most effectively analyze communications in a particular language in a 
disaster situation?  
We extend this by considering the issue from the point of view of both response to and 
anticipation of events.  Given an impending disaster, what geographic areas and speaker 
communities will be affected?  Given a history of disaster characteristics (frequency, duration, 
extent, impact), as well as understanding of language distributions and relations, can we predict 
not only what areas and communities a particular kind of disaster will effect, but also what 
languages might be most usefully pre-provisioned?  This information is helpful to both users and 
providers of LORELEI capability.  
We also consider the problem from the distinct viewpoints of LORELEI 1.* performers, and the 
analysts who are our ultimate downstream consumers.  For example the performer wants to 
know the likely source of loan words into a target language; the analyst want to know what 
language(s) a random person in an arbitrary city is likely to speak.  The performer wants an 
aggregate model that helps in machine-based language identification, while the analyst needs to 
know likely forms for “hungry” within a 10-mile radius.   
A secondary goal of the project is to make the somewhat inchoate mass of language-relevant 
information more discoverable and comprehensible.  We want to be able to instantly answer such 
questions as:  is MT technology available for a given language?  What is the most similar 
language that has either MT, or substantial data resources?  Are text samples available?  If not, 
what wider language of communication is likely to have influenced a given language’s writing 
system?  What related and unrelated languages inhabit the same general geographic area, and 
what are their relative speaker numbers?   
Considerable work has been done on each of this problem’s three major aspects:  linguistics, 
geodata, and HA/DR data.  Unfortunately, we cannot produce a useful tool simply by mashing 
datasets together; there are non-trivial problems to solve in both harmonizing and extracting 
actionable information from the data.  By the same token, even given harmonized, mashable 
data, it is not instantly clear what the most effective ways to articulate queries and display results 
should be.  We built the proof-of-concept website to explore this question. 
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Design principles 
Our first premise is that any one or more of three basic parameters – languages, HA/DR events, 
and geographic areas – should be able to serve as a search key for any of the others.  This is 
achieved by indexing each data set in terms of one or more ADM-1 top-level administrative 
areas, typically provinces or states.  Thus, the ADM-1 is the common key to all data.2  Implicitly, 
features of any one set link to the others via the ADM-1; e.g. a date range implicitly links to 
languages effected by HA/DR events that fall in that range, and effect those speaker areas.  
Second, we want to be able to aggregate results whenever possible.  A data-driven choice of a 
high-value investment language – that is, a language that should arguably be pre-provisioned – 
depends on understanding not only its similarity to related languages and the availability of 
existing resources, but also the expected impact of future disasters on speaker communities 
which might benefit.  We cannot assume that well-provisioned national languages (such as Thai 
or Vietnamese) will fill this role, incidentally – their very success (and the integration of foreign 
influences this usually implies) often makes these languages poor examples of the family or 
branch as a whole.    
Third, we try to anticipate and enable any logical needs for follow-through / drill down / loop 
back.  For example, a query into events that have affected a region will return mentions of 
countries and languages.  The natural drill-down is to click on one of these countries or 
languages in order to see what events have impacted it.  Then, we’re likely to want to loop back 
– click on an event to re-use it as a new starting query – because it delimits a region or set of 
languages.  
Fourth, we’re interested in what might be called analytical imagery.  The demo site shows some 
simple examples of how weighting can be used to render maps that may help clarify unseen 
relations, such as the contrast between the number of events, and their impact in terms of 
population and speaker community numbers.   
Finally, we want to expose data, and not just analyzed results, in support of decision making.  
Our goal is not to replace the analyst, but rather to provide all available information, allowing 
alternative views of single data sets, and comparison of alternative data sets.  We also want to 
allow drill-down into any of the language / event / geographic axes, e.g. a visual interface may be 
useful for discovery, but a lexical dataset, list of languages by city, or contemporaneous news 
reports might ultimately be most useful to the analyst.  Thus, we anticipate providing machine 
access to data.  
Data sources are discussed in more detail below, but briefly: 

• disaster data is taken from the EM-DAT and GLIDE datasets, 
• GIS data is from the GADM shapefile sets, which attempt to cover all five ADM levels 

worldwide, and GeoNames.org, which has the best vernacular and informal name 
information, 

• linguistic data is from a variety of sources:  subgrouping from Ethnologue, Glottolog, and 
ASJP, MT availability from our own survey of Google, Bing, and Yandex resources, base-
level resource availability from GlottoDoc, corpus availability from An Crubadan, 

• secondary data is inferred whenever possible.   

2 This also turns out to be an effective granularity from the linguistic perspective – ADM-1 boundaries are not 
necessarily arbitrary political boundaries; rather they often delimit geographic, ethnic, and linguistic areas.  
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The current implementation takes a few shortcuts.  For example, the GLIDE data is only roughly 
integrated (it will ultimately be tied to EM-DAT, which has much better geographic extent data).  
And we use each language’s nominal center point to identify a single ADM-1 entity (in fact, it 
might be spoken in several).  We can sometimes mitigate these; for example, GLIDE data can be 
roughly aligned by incident date, and a country’s national language(s) can be assigned to every 
ADM-1.   

Functionality and use cases 
To varying degrees, CRCL’s /over website provides the following types of information and 
functionality: 

• resource availability for all 7,100 living languages per the ISO 639-3 standard,  
• resource availability within LORELEI,  
• impact of disasters on speaker communities,  
• the likely national and regional second/third languages for each speaker community,  
• the 'nearest' (per Ethnologue/Glottologue) relative that has tools or large data resources.  
• the condition and reliability of state-of-the-art disaster and speaker data.  
• various maps that show weighted event distributions,  
• a summary of event types and languages affected,  
• analysis of likely high-value investment language candidates. 

Typical use cases for 1.* LORELEI developers include identification of:  

• suitable incident languages, which have an appropriate mix of population and existing 
resources. 

• high-value investment languages – those that are directly or indirectly the target, fallback, 
or pivot for – high-risk regions, 

• languages, regions, and dates of known past events, which may be used to help model and 
recognize on-line “disaster chatter.” 

Finally from the analyst’s perspective, we can explore:  

• impact of past events of the same type in the same area,  
• speaker communities likely to be affected, and their populations,  
• languages likely to be used/understood in each city in the area, 
• language resources available,  
• most likely broad language(s) of communication,  
• external reports linked to the EM-DAT or GLIDE identifiers (not yet implemented), 
• a set of HA/DR query terms for each language (e.g. CRCL’s HA/DR parallel lexicon sets),  
• ideally, a model of historical "disaster chatter" esp. in languages that are not currently 

modeled or discoverable (I like the HA/DR lexicon, but I'm not convinced that it can 
properly seed for or  identify all relevant online data). 

 
Disaster Resources 
The primary disaster resources are EM-DAT and GLIDE.  Both provide numbers that identify 
event type and date.  A separate number is issued for each country; i.e. a single event may have 
multiple numbers.   
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GLIDE  The Global Identifier Number system was developed by the Asian Disaster Reduction 
Center (ADRC).  It includes 6,259 event references (http://glidenumber.net).  GLIDE supplies 
somewhat longer text descriptions of the events, as well as a single latitude / longitude point 
(derivation is unclear).   
EM-DAT  The Emergency Events Database, produced by the Centre for Research on the 
Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED).  “EM-DAT contains essential core data on the occurrence 
and effects of over 22,000 mass disasters in the world from 1900 to the present day. The 
database is compiled from various sources, including UN agencies, non-governmental 
organizations, insurance companies, research institutes and press agencies.” (http://emdat.be)   
EM-DAT supplies a text description of each numbered event’s area.  In theory this is an 
administrative area as specified by GAUL (discussed below), but in practice locations are given 
as a mix of formal and informal names.  In some cases, EM-DAT also provides estimates of the 
financial impact, number of deaths, and number of people affected by each event. 
Both GLIDE and EM-DAT numbers are sometimes cited in other databases.  However, regular 
citation (a la ISBN numbers) is not common.   
Shortcomings  GLIDE and EM-DAT are not cross-linked.  Because they do not always record 
events as occurring in the same time or place, they will require a combination of machine and 
hand alignment.  While GLIDE’s lat/long points are helpful for obtaining a quick visual 
overview of events in a region, they given no indication of the actual extent of any event.  EM-
DAT does a much better job of listing affected areas; however, the public dataset does not 
normalize these names to GAUL ADM-1 names.  Again, we can do quite a bit of heavy lifting 
by machine, but hand alignment will also be required.   
As noted, the EM-DAT impact estimates are incomplete.  We will provide parameters for 
estimating the blanks by using known relations between cost/death/affected figures, and between 
known impacts and event types. 

Geo Data Resources 
Primary resources are listed here.  We rely on GADM, with additional support from GeoNames.  
GADM  The Global Administrative Areas project provides shapefiles for all five ADM levels for 
all countries.  It currently has data for 294,430 administrative areas.  This is the best open 
shapefile source, and has reliable ADM identification.  (http://gadm.org)  
GeoNames  This is the most extensive set of place names and equivalents available.  “The 
GeoNames geographical database ... contains over 10 million geographical names and consists of 
over 9 million unique features whereof 2.8 million populated places and 5.5 million alternate 
names. All features are categorized into one out of nine feature classes and further 
subcategorized into one out of 645 feature codes.” (http://geonames.org/about.html).  Lat/long 
points are provided for each item.  
GNS  The Geographic Names System (US National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency) set is the 
US standard.  It only includes point information for ADM-1 entities.  
(http://geonames.nga.mil/gns/html/)  
GAUL  The Global Administrative Unit Layers dataset is prepared by the United Nations / FAO.  
It includes shapefiles for ADM-1 and ADM-2 entities.  It is not publicly available, however, 
there is a released crosswalk to GNS.  See 
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http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/metadata.show?id=12691 and 
http://blog.gdeltproject.org/global-second-order-administrative-divisions-now-available-from-
gaul/ . 
Shortcomings  The resources above reflect the distinctive primary concerns of their developers, 
and it is probably better to think in terms of each set’s strengths rather than its weaknesses.  
GeoNames is extremely helpful for indentifying non-standard and vernacular names, but names 
may be missing, or under-specified (in term of ADM category).  GADM has excellent coverage 
of formal names, and has both points and polygons, but is not sufficient for identifying place 
names found in the wile.  
As noted above, because place naming in EM-DAT is somewhat irregular, normalizing its 
combination of (usually) ADM-1 and ADM-2 names to GADM will require a combination of 
machine and hand work. 

Language Data Resources 
Subgrouping  To determine language similarity globally we rely on Ethnologue, Glottolog, and 
ASJP (the Automated Similarity Judgment Project).  All use ISO 639-3 codes for language 
indexing; however, Glottolog rejects some of these and maintains a parallel set (glottocode) of 
finer-grained lect-by-lect identifiers.  Ethnologue and Glottolog provide roughly the same family 
and subgroup analyses; however, Glottolog tends to split (and Ethnologue tends to lump) lower-
level sub-branches.  ASJP does not provide a branch analysis per se; rather, one can build a table 
of distance measures for all languages. 
This is an area in which data and methodology from CRCL and other LORELEI performers 
should be able to make a significant improvement.  The Ethnologue and Glottolog analyses are 
based on (sometimes idiosyncratic) interpretations of what constitutes a significant phonological 
innovation; this does not always speak to similarity from the point of view of machine translation 
or language identification.  ASJP uses tiny (40-item) sets; these may distinguish the major family 
and branch splits, but are less effective at finer levels.   
Machine Translation  We list the open access tools provided by Google, Bing, and Yandex, 
including development languages, as a proxy for the availability of “advanced” language 
technology resources.  These languages probably have other necessary resources (text and bitext 
corpora, dictionaries) available.  
Text Corpora  As noted above, available MT resources usually predict corpus availability for 
the major languages.  For the other 98%, Scannell’s An Crubadan is believed to be the broadest 
corpus set known. 
Demographic Data  We license the Ethnologue 18 dataset.  This provides speaker number 
approximations, and details regarding each language’s official status (which is helpful for 
inferring secondary languages of communication).  Speaker area data is based on Ethnologue; 
see e.g. http://langscape.umd.edu/map.php.  We will not distribute any shapefile data.    
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Proof-of-concept 
An initial proof of concept can be found at http://sealang2.net/project/lorelei/over.  It 
demonstrates most of this proposal’s ideas, but still requires work in various areas: 

• documenting website functionality, 
• aligning the GLIDE and EM-DAT event numbers, 
• revising the EM-DAT location data to reflect precise ADM entities, 
• obtaining city and ADM-1-level data on language distribution,  
• parameterizing measures that estimate missing death, damage, and affected population 

figures, 
• improving the current quick-and-dirty similarity measures used to identify pivot languages, 
• adding mouse functionality to the map displays, 
• providing additional functionality for summarizing historical events by language(s) and 

vice versa, 
• linking CRCL’s “small lexicons,” and very large set of HA/DR parallel lexicons, to the 

interface, 
• identifying and providing click-through access to other external data sources that are 

accessible via EM-DAT and/or GLIDE numbers.  
 

Annotated screen captures follow, below. 
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Complete browser:  menu, center top, center bottom, maps 

 

Above, the initial site view.  The capture below was taken after a single query, selecting only “Myanmar” in the menu on the left.  
Note that the center frame has separate top and bottom portions – the top contains a sortable table, and the bottom has a fixed table, 
followed by a sortable table. 
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Prior to the query, the map area contained the 
list of country names, ISO 639-3 code counts, 
ADM-1 top-level administrative entities, and 
populations seen at left.  This list has been re-
sorted by clicking on the Population cell.  
While there are obvious exceptions, ADM-1 
areas have reasonably consistent granularity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Query specification.  The upper portion focuses on event types, while the lower 
portion allows specification of geographic areas and/or language families and 
branches (large portions of the center and bottom of the menu captures have been 
snipped). 

These can be extended to refer to any aspect of the underlying data, and are 
implement as REST calls.  
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Center Top, after query “Myanmar” 

Above, the response to a query “Myanmar”.  Each row shows a single language.  All columns are sortable, and support shift+click 
for secondary sort keys. 

• 7102 seen, 90 matched  The total number of ISO 639-3 codes considered (7,102), and found in Myanmar (90).  
• rank the relative position of this language among all 7,100 languages, sorted by speaker population.  The (x%) gives its 

percentile ranking. 
• pop speaker population, per Ethnologue 18 
• ISO, language  ISO 639-3 code and formal language name.  The ISO that has the largest speaker population is shown in small 

caps to indicate that it is a good candidate to be a language of communication, and/or to provide a model for orthography.   
This cell is actionable.  When clicked, the lower center from shows details of all events that affected speakers of this language. 

• region, country  the world is divided into conventional regions: with numbers of languages, the top-level regions are Africa 
(2,138), Americas (1,065), Europe (286) and Asia-Pacific (3,613).  Each region is then subdivided; e.g. Africa into Eastern, 
Western, Northern, Middle, and Southern.  Each sub-regain can then be specified by country. 
The country cell is actionable.  When clicked, the lower center from shows details of all events that affected all areas of this 
country. 
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• ADM-1  the top-level administriative district associated with the language. 
• national, regional  these are ISO codes of the country’s national language(s), and the nominal regional language – the highest-

population language in the current ADM-1.  A T indicates availability of machine translation technology, while B and M 
indication that “big” and “medium” amounts of other data (grammars, dictionaries, corpora) exist.  For example, in Indonesia, 
the national language is Indonesian, but a minority language like Javanese or Sunda may be the language of education in a 
given province.  A third, local language is often spoken at home.     

• pivot, family  a pivot language is the language that is most likely to be useful as an intermediate translation tool, assuming that 
it has resources.  This cell lists the current language’s immediate sisters (in roman) or cousins (in italic), per Ethnologue and/or 
Glottologue. The same T B M code shows resource availability.  The family is the conventional name of the language phylum. 

• LDC, MT?, Glotto, orth, CRCL all show resource availability.  LDC and CRCL indicate data sets and delivery years; HL 
means that a HA/DR lexicon is available from CRCL.  MT refers to Google, Bing, Yandex, or GoogleDevelopment.  The 
Glotto codes indicate a “best guess” as to the availability of basic print resources:  Lexical, Dictionary, Wordlist, 
Comparative, Grammar, (Full or Sketch), Phonology, or Text.  This helps distinguish between (somewhat) documented and 
(mostly) undocumented languages.   Note that as a rule, none of these resources are in e-form.  Finally, Orth indicates that an 
e-corpus sample is available via An Crubadan.  

• events, dead, affected, $mil  These cells summarize all events that have affected the current row’s ADM-1 (not the current 
row’s language).  We assume that affected equals 10*dead if no value is give, but do not attempt to estimate costs.  For the 
moment, we do not divide the effects of events over multiple ADM-1s, so there will be some overcounting.  
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Center Bottom, after query “Myanmar” 

The initial center bottom response to the “Myanmar” query.  There are two tables (one fixed, one sortable) above. 

• fixed table  this summarizes the number of major events that affected the search query area.  For each event type, we also 
summarize the number of speaker communities affected.  Varying terrain can cause these to vary greatly. 

• sortable table  this table estimates investment language rank and benefit; i.e. the language(s) for which it would be most 
useful to have advanced resources. 

• pop  the language speaker population, per Ethnologue. 
• role  worldwide, communities tend to be multilingual.  The most common second languages tend to be either the national 

language of education, or a regional language of province-, state-, or island-wide communication (which may also be a 
language of education).   
For our purposes, a pivot sister language is the closed etymologically related language that has “substantial” resources, 
preferably machine translation.  A pivot cousin is a step removed.  As a practical matter the fact that a language is a sister or 
cousin does not necessarily mean that it will be close or comprehensible.  We have suppressed some (but not all) of the 
artifacts that result from relying on standard linguistic subgrouping; this can be improved.   Note that a single language (like 
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Burmese may fill multiple roles:  it is a national and regional language, and is also etymologically close to some, but by no 
means all, of the Sino-Tibetan languages spoken in Myanmar.  

• investment language  as mentioned earlier, the national language is most likely to have good technology support, but is not 
necessarily the best pivot language for bootstrapping MT and similar tools.  In effect, each row provides data that assists 
decision-making on whether an investment language should be pre-provision, and what it should be. 

• ISO, family  the ISO 639-3 code, and conventional language family name. 
• links  the number of languages for which the current language plays the stated role.  For example, Thai is listed as the sister of 

four Tai-Kadai languages spoken in Myanmar.  
• LDC, MT, ortho, etc.  Summary totals of resources and events, as in the center top table.  
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Center Top (repeated from above) 

 
 

Center Bottom (following click of country “Myanmar” in center top) 

 

At present, clicking a language or country cell drills down to the related events.  Above,121 events were reported for the “Myanmar” 
query:  66 from EM-DAT (given linked “E nnn” numbers), and 55 from the GLIDE set (given “G nnn” numbers).   The different 
background colors are: 
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• white  we were able to properly extract at least one ADM-1 area for this event from the EM-DAT dataset (which provides 
relatively regular listing of locations).  The “E” number is actionable – in effect, it pre-populates the “Find a single EM-DAT#” 
text entry in the menu, then searches for all languages and ADM-1s associated with that event.   

• green  we were able to match the country (Myanmar), but not the ADM-1 entity (Hpakant region could not be parsed). 
• blue  GLIDE data.  These reports have much more descriptive detail, but there is no regular encoding of casualties, costs, or 

impact area.  We intend to align the GLIDE and EM-DAT datasets.   
As noted, both EM-DAT and GLIDE numbers are used in other disaster-reporting contexts.  We intend to:  

• provide access to the raw EM-DAT and GLIDE data, and  
• attempt to locate and link to any external data or sites related to the individual events.  
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Maps (far right) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We generate six heat maps based on the query for demonstration purposes (they render all 7,100 points very quickly).  None of these 
maps are actionable, but that is an obvious next step.  They are: 

• Map 1  language density in the query area (in this case, Myanmar). 
• Map 2  each language is weighted by the number of events it is involved in.  
• Map 3  each of Myanmar’s 15 ADM-1 regions is treated as a centroid point, and weighted by number of events. 
• Map 4  each event is weighted by the log of the average number of people affected, split across affected ADM-1s. 
• Map 5  relative populations for all cities > 5,000. 
• Map 6  GLIDE events (which are given lat/long points), weighted by number of events/point (GLIDE sometimes uses a single 

point as the nominal location of many events).
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Appendix F:  Tool snapshots 
(taken from the project’s Y1Q3 report)  
 
 
 
Tool snapshots 
CRCL is willing to provide access to many of our internal tools to other LORELEI performers.  
There are four web-based platforms: 

~project/lorelei/data  tools that focus on exploration of source texts.  They provide highly 
detailed overviews and analyses of all data within one or more lects found within a given text.   

~project/lorelei/dict  tools that allow more traditional dictionary queries based on semantic and 
phonological criteria.  Sources may be restricted by author, language, phylogenetic subgroup, 
or geographical region or proximity. 

~project/lorelei/cogs  the tools we use for exploring and creating cognate sets.  They incorporate 
functionality for semantic fallback also see on the /dict page. 

~project/lorelei/down  the project download page.  At this point we only link to prepared sets.  
However (given the complexity of the other pages) we will probably build in hooks to allow 
preparation and download of customized sets. 

Please note that these pages are built by and for the CRCL development team.  They are: 

• beyond the scope of defined project deliverables, and not documented in detail, 
• usually built to assist our own internal data audit and evaluation,  
• subject to change at any time, and not guaranteed to be stable or persistent. 

We are exposing them in order to: 

• reveal the full extent of our datasets, including implicit as well as explicit content, 
• clarify our capacities for data analysis and extraction, 
• encourage requests for non-traditional data applications. 

     Essentially all functionality is provided by REST calls, and could be made accessible via 
external http queries (i.e. for machine-handling of returned data).   Indeed, it must be understood 
that the purpose of many of these tools is simply to instantiate and help visualize (for testing 
purposes) the results of information extraction functionality that, in the long run, will be used in 
machine-to-machine communications.   
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/data overview 
  Normalizing transcribed data seems simple, but 
given many sources and ill-defined transcription 
systems (sometimes co-occurring in a single text) 
producing results that are consistent and accurate 
is extremely difficult. This page provides our 
main overviews.  We begin with a quick 
overview of the menu. 

Sketch and inspect  name relevant source texts 
(bibrefs) and lects (logical columns). 
Sketches provides various content inventories 
and counts, including phonemes, 
onset/nucleus/coda segments, canonical syllable 
shapes, and the like.   
Form/gloss presents tables, usually in a compact 
form, of gloss and/or phonological form content.  
Like the next few functions, it is intended to 
provide a quick overview of the content of a 
typical 500-2,500 item lexicon, and is mainly 
used to oversee the automated processes that 
control semantic and phonoloigcal normalization. 
MetaGloss summary tabulates and counts all 
normalized gloss forms by our extended  part-of-
speech definitions. . 
Syllable table  tabulates individual lect content 
by syllables, allowing sorts by onset, nucleus, 
coda, and count. 
Segment table provides a global view of various 
syllable constituents for all datasets in a source.  
The different view and sort options help spotlight 
each of the underlying conversion decision 
processes. 
Seg summary extracts and analyzes all syllable 
components from the complete dataset.  It reveals 
the low-frequency elements that are more likely 
to be errors, and provides a basic sanity check on 
the dataset as a whole. 
Cover & contrast tables answer two questions:  
what is the (probably) smallest subset of word 
that demonstrates all of a language’s 
phonological features, and what is the complete 
set of words that demonstrates all positional 
contrasts (hat vs cat contrast onset h/c). 
Assemble for download  packages the contents 
of these sources for inspection or download. 
Semantics  applies various measures of 

sentiment to lexicon semantics, and/or reveals co-lexification (use of the same word for different 
semantic concepts) 
Coverage overview  provides summary and detailed tables of linguistic coverage and content, 
excluding lects with fewer than some minimum number of items. 
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/data examples 
Sketch  As noted, our initial interest in this view is simply to get a bird’s-eye view of the results 
of phonological conversion.  There is a built-in mechanism (add phono notes) that displays any 
available data from PHOIBLE or the World Phonotactic Database.   The Shapes are sorted first 
by length + alphabet, and then by frequency.  The DiSylCon and DiSylVow entries show word-
internal syllable boundary conditions for consonant and vowels.  Many elements are actionable – 
a double-click on one of the shapes will find all forms with that shape. 

     As with other items, all suggestions regarding additions, refinements, and more convenient 
means of providing access to these data are welcome. 

 
The Shapes are actionable, and trigger a source lookup.  Below, all CCVV syllables; note that by 
design, the aspirated /pʰ/ is detected as a single character while the palatalized /pʲ/ forms are not: 
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Forms  A view of raw copper and machine-processed silver forms from Tryon’s Austronesian 
data.  The silver columns show normalization of the transcription, and syllabification of 
individual forms.   These views let us review large amounts of data quickly, identifying whether 
irregularities are due to our processing, or were found in the raw data.  

 

Glosses   These may be extracted and viewed standalone in order to make is easier for LORELEI 
collaborators to understand the content and ordering of the various comparative and survey 
elicitation lists.  Below, part of the LSM2015 list.  Note that while most entries are given as 
WordNet form#POS#sense-number, we rely on extended forms for many kin terms (“Obro.fem” 
= “older brother of female”), and other terms that are widely lexicalized in Asia-Pacific.  A small 
amount of inconsistency and uncertainty are expected for these silver glosses.  
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Metagloss summary  This summarizes the entire dataset.  Below m marks modals, x are 
unassigned, j are conjunctions,  r are adverbs, etc.  Classes may be assigned algorithmically, e.g. 
we can distinguish open and closed-class adverbs.  The items are WordNet  3.0 senses, with 
extensions as needed.  New classes (e.g. pronouns or kin terms) are numbered beginning with 1, 
while the standard n, v, a, r classes are numbered 0.   Note that because of wide variation in raw 
glosses, and corresponding difficulty in disambiguating senses, in some cases precise assignments 
will not be completely resolved until we are further along in cognate grouping.  

 
Syllable table Segments (onset, nucleus, coda) can be viewed in the context of single languages 
(as below), or as large comparative tables.  Below, vowel segments – and the syllables they 
appear in – from two Kra-Dai languages (from Hudak 2008): 
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Segment table  We sometimes need to look at syllable components in order to understand their 
distribution (from a linguistic point of view), or as a more practical matter, to help explain 
apparent gaps in the source notation – differences between two lects may be real, or they might 
just be a consequence of the field worker’s notation. Below, a sample from a complete set of 
onsets for all 23 Hmong-Mien languages in Wang 1995.  These have been ordered longest-onset-
first; other options include alphabetical order and frequency.  The colored cells account for more 
than 5% of a given language’s total: 

 
These cells are also actionable; below, the / ⁿ̩ʦʰ/ onsets.    

 
 

Seg summary  Below, an overview of all onset, nucleus, coda, and tone sequences, sorted by 
frequency with the 50 min option selected.  Note that Zipf’s Law holds – frequent items 
dominate.  Ignoring very low frequency items deals with noise (which can usually be traced to 
errors in the original data), while having minimal impact on the size or representativeness of the 
full database. 
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     For our own data audit  purposes, sorting by the number of Unicode characters in the sequence 
is more useful, since longer sequences are more indicative of error, e.g. tone “2323” in the second 
row.  The second onset, /ⁿᵗʂʰ/, is a subtler error – when /n/ was raised to indicate prenasalization, 
the /tʂ/ affricate was not properly recognized.  The onset at rank 10 has an equivalent problem.  
This occurs because the IPA and Unicode do not treat all affricates in the same way.  We fixed 
the whole class of errors with a minor code tweak that ‘unifies’ some two-character affricates that 
do not have pre-built digraphs.  
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Cover & contrast  These tables help describe each language’s internal variation, and also 
provided minimal datasets that are extremely useful for testing downstream applications.  Below, 
we see the distinct onset, nucleus, and coda segments found in the complete dataset, followed by 
a list of 34 words that use them all in context.  Because it is provided by a computationally 
feasible greedy set cover algorithm it is very likely (but not certain) to be the smallest such set. 

 
Contrast  Below minimal contrast sets for the same lect.  They are unusual in contrasting full 
onset, nucleus, and coda segments.  Hovering over anynumbered cell reveals the contrasting 
items.   On the right, we see the contrast of various consonant codas with open vowel finals. 
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Assemble for download  This provides variations on tsv, xml, and htm views in which more or 
less metadata is provided.   For example, this is an htm view of all 18 lects in this source 
(columns are glosses, rows are lects).  

 
 

Sets can be rotated in place for easier browsing.  Below, columns are lects and rows are glosses: 

 
 

The xml and tsv views are the basis of the project’s data distributions.: 

: 
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Colexification attempts to identify universals related to semantic shift and inherent polysemy and 
heterosemy.   Below, we look at Tryon Austronesian (a collection of 80 lects, here numbered); 
identifying all semantic pairs that are expressed with the same word in multiple languages.  
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Semantics  A question that arose for LORELE applications was whether the small lexicons this 
project is based on would have relevant semantic content.  This feature looks at various measures 
of sentiment as applied to the Tryon Austronesian list. 

 

Coverage overview  We saw the summary overview on page 1 of this report.  The detailed view 
first summarizes all ISO codes, then lists sources with other details one by one  
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/dict 

This page begins to develop the underlying 
functionality that will be required by more 
conventional dictionary applications.  It takes 
an unconventional approach that is necessitated 
partly by the very, very large amount of date 
we provide access to, and partly by our 
anticipation of LORELEI’s specific needs – in 
particular, the ability to focus or extend queries 
by region and relations.   

(1) Build the data universe  In effect, this step 
instantiates the dataset we wish to query.  By 
default, queries are limited to silver-grade 
normalized datasets.   

  Linguistic spec  define the universe in terms 
of ISO 639-3 codes, language family names 
(e.g. AA/AN/HM/KD/ST), or their analyzed 
phylogenetic relations. in the language family 
tree. Analyses vary; we support Ethnologue, 
Glottolog, and some local subgroupings. 

  Geographic spec  provide some means of 
defining, limiting, or extending a search.  This 
is very helpful in regions with high language 
densities and mutual influence. 

(2) Filter the data  These provide what is 
ordinarily the semantic or phonological query.  
We are currently focused on facilities for 
semantic fallback; these are demonstrated 
below.  The phonological search facility is 
limited at present. 

(3) Frame the data  Most of our knowledge 
about languages is actually external to the 
original data sources.   Framing lets us add 
lect-specific facts to the returned forms and 
glosses, typically to aid in downstream 
applications (e.g. projection onto a map). 

(4)  Process & view  Returned data will vary 
dramatically in size (from one item to 
thousands) and intended function.  Beyond 

obvious alternatives of map or tabular views, we may wish to pass results to downstream 
applications (like our own apps in /cogs, discussed below).  Again, we stress that these tools are 
not intended to produce a user-facing dictionary, but rather to help us instantiate and visualize this 
low-level functionality. 

 

Build the data universe  We can limit or extend the search universe by sources, phylogenetic 
linguistic specification, or geographical bounds / regions.  This is important in areas for which 
data is limited because it lets queries fall back to languages that are related, or which are likely to 
be loan sources.  Below, we show associated dropdown lists. 
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Now, the ISO 639-3 standard only specifies 
language names and three-letter codes.  
Information regarding phylogenetic subgrouping 
and speaker location must be provided by an 
external analysis.  We track both Glottolog and 

Ethnologue, the only wide-scale analyses available.   

      The graphic below is produced by the reference tools widget on the far right of the /dict 
page; it shows the functionality underlying the data universe specification.  The user enters the 
first few letters of a language code or name; we identify the proper code, then show geographic 
and subgrouping data as available.  Note that these are by no means always in agreement – 
analyses and even locations may vary considerably. 

 
 
Because LORELEI-related responders are likely to be working with local civil authorities, we 
have gone to some lengths to attempt to identify speaker neighborhoods and enclosing regions in 
terms of formal ADM identifiers (and vice versa). 
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Filter the data  This is what we ordinarily think of as formulating the query.  Below left, we 
query strike.  Part-of-speech can be specified, either to restrict a word sense, or to serve as a filter 
in place of any particular gloss.  (e.g. we might request all kin terms). 
     Fallback controls semantic expansion.  At present, options include derivs (English derived 
forms, e.g. “striking”, “striker”), the MetaGloss synonym set or cluster (semantically equivalent 
or related terms), or strict WordNet synonym sets.  The extend to raw glosses option looks for the 
(possibly expanded) search term in the raw, copper gloss form as well as the normalized silver (or 
gold-standard) form.  One consequence of expanding semantic targets is that a single lect may 
have multiple hits.  Normally, we suppress secondary items – if the initial search form is found, 
expanded items are suppressed.  Inclusive display returns all items all items. 

     As noted, phonological query options are limited at this point; available options include the 
ability to ignore syllable boundaries, and to treat raised items (which usually represent features or 
secondary phonemes) as though they were ordinary letters.   

 
The result of this search is shown below. 
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Frame the data 
As noted above, the lexicon per se provides very little information about the language.  
Additional lect-specific information is usually required by downstream applications.  The few 
choices allowed here are mainly for testing. 

     Similarly, most of the Search panel’s controls are there to allow testing.   

 
We have already seen a table return.  A map view is shown below.  The map control is shown as 
an inset.  Here, we see words for bone#n#1 drawn from all five language families.  The buttons 
in the control allow more detailed displays by country, language family, or additional query 
terms.  These are based on framing data that was passed through with the lexical data.  

 

Process and view  The last set of options 
provides more detailed control of the display.  
The scale of returned results varies enormously 
– both the lect and semantic axes may have 
from one to hundreds of items each – so our 
main concern is making very large data views 
manageable  
 ttttttt 
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/cogs  
This page is our working tool for 
building cognate sets.  

New cognate sets  Shows sets in 
progress.  These can be restricted by 
family, or by number of families 
represented by a given etygloss (the 
cognate set’s working name). 

Legacy cognate data  This provides 
access to our database of existing 
comparative and proto-language 
reconstruction data.  These help 
identify and provide support for new 
cognate sets.  

Fallback overviews  Raw glossing is 
often imprecise; even when 
unambiguous, semantics tend to drift 
over time.  Thus, almost every new 
cognate set includes items draw from 
subsets with distinct raw and 
normalized glosses.  These overview 
tools help us get a sense of how 
broadly to cast our initial net in 
searching for relevant cognates. 

Find cognates  A search for 
potential cognates is initiated by one 
or more semantic queries, usually 
requesting automatic inclusion of 
related fallback items.  A 
phonological distance measure is 
then calculated for all returned 
forms, and they are clustered into 
potential cognate groups.  The 
mechanisms by which distance is 
measured, and items are then 
clustered, are both highly 
configurable.  Optimal settings are 
difficult to predict, and are heavily 
influenced by language typology. 

Show MetaGloss counts  
Construction of cognate sets proceeds methodically through the lexicon.  At this early stage, we 
give preference to semantics that are found in as many lects as possible.  Some of the very high 
figures seen here an artifact of our MetaGlossing methodology – we favor base:modifier 
metaglosses, because the base generally establishes the proper cognate set.   

     We note in passing that the process of calculating phonological distance between all word 
pairs, and of clustering subgroups within the resultant distance tables, are both computationally 
quite expensive.  Thus, we pre-calculate and cache huge number of distances (including all 
predictable fallbacks), and candidate clusters (based on a half-dozen different clustering settings).   
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New cognate sets  This provides views of the current state of cognate set assembly.  The xml 
view is saved and distributed.  Below, note that the EtyGloss names the set, the Refs indicate what 
the original full glosses were (these are used under find cognates, discussed below).  The 
individual cluster names refer to citations from the literature when possible (e.g. 
AA:ash#n#1:S2034, KD:ash#n#1:W119), and are otherwise simply numbered (AN:ash#n#1.3).  

 
Legacy cognate data  We rely on and refer to existing analyses whenever possible, using a 
separately constructed database of reconstructed proto-forms and comparative sets.  In this 
implementation, these can be queried by semantic gloss.  
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Fallback overviews 
Before attempting to identify cognate set members, we usually need to get a sense of how the 
members are glossed, and how much semantic variation must be dealt with.  Below, a search for 
beat#v#3 falls back to similar semantics (pound#v#1), and looks for beat in raw glosses.  
Inclusive search allows overlap; an exclusive search only falls back when the target isn’t found.   

     On the right, pre-clustered forms make it easy to spot probable semantic shift.  Items with 
identical glosses are subgrouped by the similarity of their forms; this does not guarantee that they 
are cognates, but given that they have the exact same meaning it is highly likely.  Once clusters 
are formed, it is fairly easy to eyeball similar groups with slightly different semantics.  Again, 
there is no guarantee that they are cognate (or that we have found all possible cognates).  
However, this process helps us recognize the best starting point for the find cognates step.  

Find cognates  Below, a close-up of the menu that sets up the query.  Now, in some cases data 
will be pre-assigned to likely cognate sets.  Thus, in addition to the ordinary semantic fallback 
options, we are also able to expand match items to other elements of the same cognate set (even if 
they have different semantics – source EtySets), to other elements with the same divergent 
semantics (via semantic xrefs).   

     Once elements are identified, we assess their 
phonological distance, and cluster the closest 
elements.  Now, depending on language 
typology, the cognate morpheme might not 
typically be a free lexeme – for example, some 
languages might tie it to a class term that means 
“fruit” or “animal”.  In order to create  more 
accurate distance measures, we provide 
mechanisms for suppressing part of the returned 
forms, either by specifying an affix to ignore, or 
by assessing each lect’s complete word list, and 
inferring likely affixes. 
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     Clustering methods are also configurable.  This implementation allows two types:  a bottom-
up agglomerative tree-building approach that is bounded by the maximum distance between any 
two items, and Markov Chain clustering, which can be more effective for properly clustering 
items from relatively continuous dialect chains.   

     Below, we see the result of a search in all five families for louse#n#1 and its MetaGloss 
fallbacks.  On the left each item is shown with source and language information, the raw gloss, 
the proposed cluster, and any additional information that could be derived from the legacy 
cognate data discussed above. 

     On the right, each alternative semantic is colored differently; this is helpful assessing likely 
cognate status.   It will not be obvious, but in this case each of the clusters on the right naturally 
falls into a language family-specific grouping:  1/AN, 2/AN, 3/HM, etc.   

 

 

Show MetaGloss counts   This control lets us look 
at the distribution of semantic items within the 
database.  Not every source has the same coverage; 
this view foregrounds items with broad 
representation.  It was also helpful in refining 
MetaGloss assignments – unexpected gaps in 
semantics that were due to inconsistent choice of 
specific MetaGlosses.  

     This is primarily a production tool, intended to 
let us survey data as quickly as possible.  Thus, all 
of the non-numeric values are actionable, usually to 
pre-load other parts of the menu.   
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